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I have always iAmired thosc 1vople who could ing-eniously find a new use for obsolete equip-

ment. When I .vas given the opportunity to be part of the effort to rcuse a computer, I was delighted.

This report is the remit of my efforts toward the goal of providing documentation about the D-17B

computer and the procet.ure needed to change it from a missile control computer to a laboratory

computer.

I would like to thank Dr. Gay B. Lamont and Dr. Frank M. Brown for their tireless efforts

in advising the Minutema i computer project. Also, I wish to express my gratitude to Mr. Robert L

Mitchell and to Wr. Dale Wells. systems engineers at Newark Air Force Station. for their technical

assistance and for data that they so wiilingly provided. My sincere appreciation is due Mr. Robert G.

Durham for technical help and the AFIT workshop for their excellent craftsmanship.

A special thank you is due my wife and family fo. their patience, encouragement and

assistance in prepariing this report.0
Douglas J. Allen
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The D-17B coirputer is a digital minicomputer that is used in the NSQ.10 Minuteman I

missile guidance system. This system has been made available for reutilization by qualifying

agencies. Documentatior concerning the procedures to convert the computer for general purpose

use is being generated by the Minuteman Computer Users' Group. This report is addressed toward

part of that effort.

Before the conversion process is begun the computer may be tested to determine aseability.

An inexpensive forced.air cooling system will allow operation at ambient air temperatures up to

850 F. Fragmentary descriptions of the D-17B previously available are supplemented in this report

by a description using the states of control flip-flops. This state description is useful as a study

plan and a maintenance guide. Suggestions of educational applications and a data input bus are in-

cluded. This thesis can provide the information nectisary to convert !he D-17B to a laboratory

computer and it contains data for those interested in similar conversion projects.C-

-' vii
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L. ntroducfiinn

(-1.) This thesis was undertaken to investigate the conversion of the Minuteman I guidance computer

to a general purpose laboratory computer and to provide a state description of the computer. In

order to discuss this prcolem in more detail. it is necessary to consider the background of this problem

and some general definitions of computer classes.

Backround

The modeiniwai m of the Minuteman Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Force has made it

inecessary for the United States Air Force to declare over 1,000 outdated inertial guidance systems

unserviceable. Each oft tese model NS-IOQ guidance systems contains a D-17B computer, pow"r

supplies, and the unclassiied parts of the stable platform.

These systems ae available, for only the shipping costs, to colleges and other qualifying

organizations. Unfortunately, written procedures for reutilizing the system were nonexistent and

only fragmentary c.-scriptions of the machine were available. Thus, this effort met an early impasse

because of the lack of documentation concerning the D-17B.

The Minuteman Computer Users' Group (MCUG) was formed by Dr. Charles Beck at Tulane

University for the purpose of consolidating the efforts of potential usc;s of the D-17B. It is intended

that the members of this cooperative may share the r':slts of their research and overcome the initial

reutilization problems (Ref 7:ii). The Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) is a member of the

MCUG and it is hoped that this report will be used as part of that effort.

AFIT obtained two NS-10Q Minuteman I guidance systems in June 1971. Since that time,

four thesis pr jects have been undertaken as part of an overall plan to convert a D-17B computer

from one of these NS-IOQ systems into a useful laboratory computer. One of thewe projects (Ref 8)

deveoped a control console for the computer. Another project (Ref 13) developed an input/output

interface, and a third effort (Ref 9) produced a software simulation for the D-17B. The fourth thesis

project is the subject of this report and its purpose and plan of development will be explained in the

following paragraph.

Deffmitkins and Problem Anal-sis

In order to accurately describe the unmc 5-fied D-17B computer and the planned modifi.

cations, it is n,6cessary to define a general-purpose and special-purpose computer. A general-purpose

computer is a computer designed to solve a wide vatiety of problems. In contrast, a special-purpose

computer is desipiizd to solve a specific problem or a restricted class of problems (Ref 4:202). The

D-17B computer can be considered to be equall" worthy of either title. It w$s constructed along the

"i~
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lines of a general-purpo c. computer, but when used as part of the Minuteman System it functions as

a special-purpose machine.

Essentially thor . the problem involves changing a special.purpose compu!er to a general-

purpose computer. T"][C extent and type of modifications depend upon the following assumptions.

Assumpt i10 ( omputers similar to the D-I 7B arc commercially available for ltss than

SIOWO0. It can be ase r-ned thut future us,;rs of the D-17B will require minimal conversion expendi-

tures; otherwise, it woulN be advantageous to purchase a new machine. It is also necessary to assume

that the computer and -- sociated power supplies would be uscd in their present physical package,

which is a right circular ,.ylinder, 29 inches in diameter and 20 inches high. These dimensions could

be reduced by iepackagir g the comlputer. but the cost of such a modification would be prohibitive.

It is assumed fth t the modified computer will be operatetd in a laboratory where the temp-

erature of the rbom can be controlled within the range of 65-85 0F. This assumption provides a

standard for designing a new cooling system for the computer.

Subproblems. Since the computer was cooled. in its original confsuration by

special equipment associated with the Minuteman Missile. a new cooling system must

be designed. This design will be under strict economic limitations and should be as

r ('sifsple as possible

In order to operate the D-i7B computer, the user must know how the machine

functions. A major subproblem of this thesis will be to describe the computer in several

ways so that each user may choose a description that best suits his application.

A third subproblem will be to develop procedures that will allow future users

to determine the operational status of their particular D-17B. These procedures are

desirable since they give the user the assurance of knowing that the computer will

operate, prior t1 beginning the conversion process. "

Presentatior. of Problem Sohttions

Chapter 1i of this repot. presents five different types of descriptions of the D-17B: A

physical description, a functional description. a description or the word format, state descriptions

and mode description. Chipter Ill discusses the initiL. preparation. checkotet. and a cooling system

for the computer, and is written for the technician who is faced with installing the D-17B in the

laboratory. Chapter IV briefly di.euws some applications of !he D-17B. and Chapter V presents

conclusions and tecommendation- for future investiption.
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II. Descriptions of D-1 78 Computer

In this portion of the report the D-178 computer will be described from five

basic points of view. fhese descriptions range from a general overview to a specific

analysis. First, a bas;w physical description will be presented; second, the computer will

be described in terms of five function.l sections; third, the word format and information

necessary for programrlin- Vtill be brietly discussed; fourth, register transfer will be

described using state d.agram techniques: and, finally, some alternate descriptive techniques

will be covered. General specification' of the computer are listed in Table i.

Physical Description

Size and Comp isition. The D-17B computer occupies one-half of a right

polygonal-cylindrical shell. This twelve-sided cylinder is 20 inches high, has a maximum

radius of 29 inches and the shell is 6 inches in depth. A power-supply for the complete

NS-IOQ guidance system is contained in the remainder of the shell. A stable platform.

the third major item of the NS-10Q, occupies the cavity formed by the computer and

power supplies.

- The computer alone weighs 62 pounds and is composed of 76 printed circuits
and a rotating disk memory (Ref 14:16).

Power Requirements. If the associated power supply is used %ith the D-17B, it is necessary

to provide 28 VDC, 19-25 amps from an ecternal source. The computer may be operated without

the accompanying power supply; however, it is necessary to suppLy fourteen separw!e DC voltages

as well as 12.00 and 400 hz alternating current supp.ies. These secondary power specifications are

listed in Table !1. Power consumption for the computer alene is approximately 350 watts (Ref 11:16).

Functional Description

"The D.i7B •.y be divided into five basic functional parts: the Control Unit. Arithmetic

Unit, Memory. Input. -nd Output. This division is shown in Figure I (Ref I i:TR24).
Basic Components and Terminologv of the D-17B. Each functional section of the D-17B is

composed of basic components o! building blocks that are common to several parts of the computer.

These components must be described and common tetminologey must be defined in order to adequately

describe the funtionmd parts of the computer.

The term bit will be used as a shortened form of binary digit. Thus. a bit of information may

be stored in a two-state dcarcc such asa :lip-;1lop. An exitcnmin of this notion ead& tit an ordered set

of binary cells, such as flip-flops. and this ordered set is cagfcd a reWier (Rcf 4:15).

3
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TABLE I

0 General Specifications of D-17B Computer

TYPE Serial, synchronous

NUMBER SYSTE'.I *-Bmazy, fixed point. s Pn lus 27s complement
Ig

LOGIC .EVEL•..' Faise-0 volts: True- -10 volts (Negative logic)

DATA WORD LENGTH 24 bits I
I I bits - (split wordl

INSTRUCTION WORD
LFNGTH 24 bits

NUMBER OF
INSTRUCTIONS 39

EXECuTION TIM!I Varies with each instruction type
Add 78.125 micro sec
multiply 1015.625 micro sec.

CLOCK FREQUENCY 345.6 khz1ADDRESSING Direct Addressing
Two-address and 3-address instructions

MEMORY Ferrous-oxide-coated disk
2,727 word (24 bits) capacity
78.125 micro sec. cycle time

OUTPUT 48 Digital lines (output)
28 Digital lines (input)
12 Analog lines
3 pulse liracs

Information adapted from Ref 2.23

I4

4
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TABLE If

D-171 Computer DC Power Supplies. Voltages, and Tolerances

Voltage .'Tole~ance Ripc Current Locati .n
"Vos M? P.P MA Plug Pin

.35 47 10.0 100t -_M J2(31)2 23

-25 !10.0 428.t02 J2(31) 14

-10 Z; 10.0 341o t 20% J2(31) 20

-5 0.255) 10.0 160 t -' J2(50) 9

-5 2'? 10.0 1380. 20% J2(31) 24

-3 25 10.0 520 4.20% J2(31) 18

-2.5 0.255- 5.0 P301 9,11

-1.0 2% 10.0 5004.10% J2(31) 13

+2 2% 10.0 1855 t. 22 V7 25

+2.5 0.25% 5.0 P301 20.22

+5 0.25% I0 75 t 20% J2(50) 20

+6 2% I0.0 185 t 10% J2(50) 22

+10 2% 10.0 1060 + 20n J2(50) 16
_ -10%

+15 2% 10.0 1600 I 20M J2(50) 9

+25 2% 10.0 650o. 20t 32(50) 17

.35 2% 10.0 870 t 2M. J2(50) 19

a. Number in parenthesis indicates the numoer of pins in the plug.

Adapted from Ref 3:99, 16:3-7. 7:6.

S
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The term QxoL is used for a gloup of digits that represent a basic unit of information

(" to the computer (Ref 6:3). A word, then. is the information that may be stored in a regis-

ter. In the D-17B, the information carrying part of a word is 24 bits in length with three

additional bits used for timing as shown in Fig. 2.

to .1'a 124 ] '23 ,T r?"1i r~. 1' t l t o Tlol I-* '1 It Irs I? h, IslIs 1a 3 1' I LL to 1

Ia I

W.i W•.Mo,3 M II

0 -j

Sin m n n ......

Fig. 2. D-17B Word Formats (From Ref 2:16).

A word may be divided into two parts to represent two different numbers. In

the D-17B computer this process is called split-word operation. During split-word oper-

ation the term right half-word applies to bits 0 through bit 11 and left half-word applies to

bits 14 through 24. as shown in Fig. 2.

A loop is a register composed of flip-flops and bits that are stored on the maintic disk memory.

As the memory disk turns. the information is read into a read flip-flop and written back onto the memory

disk by a write flip-tlop. as depiced in Fig. 3.

Sace loops. are s ccsrial registers. bote terms loop and rceister will be used to refer to

loops in the description of this c"omputer.

The term uord-timc is derived from the length of time required to circulate an entire word in

a one-word loop. A word time nuy be further dividcd into -bit 1im- since a bit is one-twenty-seventh

of a word.

The bits in a *otd nxyi be coded to form an instructkin for the computer. Diffcrent parts of

"the word may be do-ld t ., ni.s '.x:alc unfout:ution si-h .is the "-dJrcLs7 t nlor eo.y hkxito'ais to

the next innruciti•- . A patt of the instruwti,,; xhich is all-vated for such a spevcial purpose is called

7
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a field. Fields are also commonly used ta indicate what operation iL to be performed (Op Code) or

what addresses of numbers are to be used in the operation (operand). This leads to a method of

dacsifying instruction words- by the number of addresses in the ins. action (Ref 10:452).

Control Unit. The primary fun-Ltion of the Control Unit is to interpret machine instructions

and direct the execution of these instructions. Therefore, the Instruction Regiter (1) is one of the

major components in the Control Unit (Ref 11:16).

The I.ioop'or Instruction Register is composed of one delay flip-flop, Ip, and a read and a

write flip-flop, Ix •-nd 124 respectively. Twenty-four other bits of th:s one word register are wjitten on

the disk memory. New information may be entered into the I loop when -he control flip-flop Ic

is "one" set; otherwise, the information circulates from the magnetic disk through the I flip-flop and is

re-witten on the disk in a continuous loop.

The I register receives the computer instruction from the memory and holds that instruction

for part of the instruction interpretation. Prior to execution, the instruction is read into various buffer

registers and the I register is free to reeive the next instruction to be executed (Ref 11:16).

The Operation Buffer Register is used to store the instruction operation code prior to execution

(see State Description 02). This register consists of flip-flops Ip, Ob3.0 b2bl. During the last word time

,) of execution, the next instnrction is serially loaded into the Operation Buffer Register, then parailel-loaded

into the Operation Code Storae Register. Flip4-flps. 04,03,02, 01, form the Operation Code Storage
i.

Register which serves primanrl to hold the op code dtjring execution (see Word Format for an explan-

ation of the Op Code) (Ref 1 1:27).

Storage of the operand information is accomplished in a similar manner by the Channel Buffer

Register and the Channel Storage Register. During the Instruction Read operation, the operand channel

information is fed into the Channel Buffer Register. flip flops CbS through Cb I. When the oerand

sector is found (see memory for discussing sectors), the operand channel is parallel-loaded into the

Channel Storage Register. flip-flops C5 through CI. This register then holds the operand channel in-

formation during execution of the instruction. Some operatio.-s do not require an operand and the

Channel Storage flip-flops may be used as additional hardware to execute the instruction. An ex-

ample of this application is the Character Output operation: four bits of the Accumulator awe shifted

into the Channel Storage Register to be output to the cluracter output lines (Ref 2:TR-72).

aFlg Storing is a special operation, and it is explained in the word format description. In

this oporation th., penvious contents of the Accumulator atre stored in a channel specified by the in-

struction. A code for that channel number is !,nded into the Flag Code Buffer Register. Sb3, Sb2,

when the instruction is read. At the first bit time of execution the Flag Code Buffer Register is

9 1
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parallcl-loaded into the Flag Code Storage Register (Ref I 1:TR45). A set of diagrams showing the

codes that may be loaded into these registers is displayed in Fig. 4.

When an operand is read from memery it is loaded into a rqeistcr of the Control Unit called

the Number Register. The Number Register or N-loop consists of tht-re flip-flops, Np, N24, N', and

twenty-four bits of memory. The thiec tlip-flips N1p. N24 . and N :ire used for delay, writing on the

memory disk, and reading. respective~y. and a fourth flip-flop, Nc, cor trols the entry of new infor-

mation into the N-loop (Ref 11:31).

There are four Output Control registers which are a part of the control unit. The composition of

these registers will be discussed here, but their functional task will be discussed in the Output functional

description. The Discrete Output Register is contained in the Control Unit. It consists of five flip-

flops, D5 through DI, which, together with a Discrete Output Matrix, control the twenty-eight

Discrete Outputs. Digital-to-analog com-ersion control flip-flops form three registers of eight flip-flops each.

The registers are designated Vi, Výi, and V3 i. i 2 !,°" -,S. The Binay Output Control Register con-

sists of three flip-flops: G3, G-,G 1.

Tuning control of the D-178 is achieved using a bit counter that is controlled by the sector

track of memory (see "Memory" for a discussion of the sector track). The bit counter is a set of

flip-flops that are used to distinguish bit times of the serial operations of the computer. These flip-

flops awe designated B It B B3 B4. B5, B6 .Tp, TX, To. Tp, Tx. and To are timing flip-flops that are

"one" set only at the beginning and ending of words (the use of these flip-flops is apparent in the Word

Format discussion). BI is used to di..mguish between odd and even bit times and B, is "one" set and

"zero" set at alternating two-word time periods. B3 is "one" set only during the right and left split-

word bit times. B4 and B5 are counting flip-flops that support the other flip-flops of the bit counter.

B6 is "zero" set during the fast half of the w.ord time and "one" set during the second half (Ref 11:25)

The reationship between the 8 1flip-flop and tlh word times is shown in Fig. 5.

These are the major components of the Control Unit. Interaction of this function and the

following functional units will be discussed in the State Descnption of the D-178.

"Arithmetic Unit. As its name implies, the purp-se of the Arithmetic Unit is to perform the

calculations as directed by the Control Unit. Each of these Arithmetic operations is explained in the

State Descsiption. This unit consists of two one-word registers. the Accumulator and the Lower Accum-

ulator. (Ref 11:17)

The Accumui•tor holds the results of all arithmetic functions and is an output register for the

-"... voltage, binary, and dcraoter output operatkiot: (Ref 11:17). In addition to 23 bits on the magnetic
disk, it is composed of two delay thp-tlops. A p and A24, a write flip-flop. A23. and Ax. a read flip-flop.

1t
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When the control flip-flc,.i, Ac is "zero" set, the A loop is allowed to circulate and new information

may be sermilly loaded ino the Accumulator when Ac is "one" set (Ref 11:30).

The Lower Accumnulator, L-loop, is used for rapid access storage, character inputs, and logical
operations. It consists o. two delay flip-flops. Lx and Lp. one write flip-flop, L, a read flip-flop,

Lo. and twenty-tiaree bit. ,.n tho matinetic disk (Ref 11:31).

Memory. Memutry in the D-17B is a rotating rngnefic disk. Information is transferred to

the magnetic disk by stati ,nary read and write heads. This information remains on the disk until new

data is recorded. Therefor!, this information is in non-volatile storage; that is. the informationremains

stored even when power t removed from the computer. However, the loops may be considered as

volatile storage, because th, flip-flops that are part of the loop will be activated in a random state when

power is returned to the computer (Ref 11:17).

hi order to define specific locations in memory, the disk is divided into 128 radial divisions

(sectors) and 21 concentric tracks (channels) as shown in Fig. 6. The sectors are numbered octaHy

from 00 to 177 and channels are numbered in an even octal progression, 00.02. ---., 50. (Channels

are numbered evenly because the least 4gnificant d;.jt of the octal number used for channel addressing

is part of the sector address). The sector numbers are recorded on the memory in a special sector track.

S; however, these sectors are numbered one sector out of phase for timing purposes in the computer.

Each channel and sector number designate 27 bits (one word) of memory. Twenty of the channels

are called "cold storage channels" because the write heads on these channels may be deactivated

(Rdf 11: 17).

In addition to the part of memory defined by the sector and d-awnel divisions there are ten

recirculating loops, which are used in input, arithmetic, and rapid stora-ee operations. The A, L.N, and

I loops function as part of the Arithmetic and Control Units. Rapid access storage is provided by the

U-loop, which is a one-word registcr consisting of a read flipflop, Up, and a write flip-flop, U., and

twenty-five bits stored on the memory disk.

The F loop. a four.wordrapid access storage register.is comprised of Fp. a write flip-flop.

Fx, a read flip-flop, and 106 bits on the memory disk. Two other four-word loops, V and R, are
used as input loops. The V loop contains a Vp and Vx flip-flop and the R loop uses a - ad Rt

flip-flop for write and read functions respectively.

Rapid access storage of eight words is provided by the F loop which is composed of a read

flip-flop. Ex. a write flip-flop. Ep. and 214 bits on the rotating disk. A read amplifier. E.. is provided

"at the midpoint of this register to allow rt•pid accem to the E loop contents. The I1 loop is a 16-word

"12
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-apid access storage register. Like the other loops, the Hp and Ilx ilip-flops are used for writing and

) treading from the memory disk. An intermediate read amplifier, tImx. is provided at the midpoint of

this register to allow rapic access reading (Ref 11:34).

Inputs. In this report, inputs to the D-17B will be disc'sed in two general classes: control

input signals, and data inlputs. Control input signals are those signal; which would be generated by

a control panel or input d -vice to cause the computer to enter a piticular state or to accept data.

Data inputs are defined as character input signals and discrete input .ignals. Both classes of inputs,

associated common symbcis, and plug connections are listed in Table Ill. In the following discussion

of both control and data inputs, voltage ranges and general specificat.ons are given; however, these

ranges have not been completely test.d on the computer at AFIT. I is known from experiments that

these ranges are conservative and that successful operation has been rchieved outside the listed ranges.

These input voltage levels are adjusted by input circuits in the computer to obtain the level required

for machine operation. The adjusted signal is signified by adding a (*) to the standard symbol. thus

an adjusted fill signal woutd be Fs:.

Discrete Disable, Ddc, is a control input signal which deactivates the discrete output signals.

The "true" or "I" level is +10v with a worst-case current of 22 amps. Typical load is 135 milliamps.

Fake level is -25v with 4.0 microamp load (Ref 1:69).

The control signal Enable Write, Ewe, controls the write flip-flops in the memory "cold

storage" channels (0046). "True" for Ewe is +35 to +39v into a 120 ohm resistance connected to

-30v into a I meg ohm impedance (Ref 1:68).

Initiate load or Fill signal, Fsc, allows the computer to leave the Manual llalt states and enter

the Wait state. "True" or "'" for this signal is -16 to -30v into a 8.2k ohms resistance connected

to +25v, The "f:lse" level is +6 to +30v into a resistance of I meg ohm.

The Mechanical Reader Input Signal, !m. is rot used in the control console at AFIT. It

may be used as one of several commands to enter the Wait state (see State Description). !m has the

"same specification as the Fil! signal.

The lalt prime or Run, K'hc, input aignal allows the computer to enter the compute states.

"True" for this signal is -16 to -30v into a 4.1 k ohm resistance connected to 25v and the "false"

level is +6 to +30v into I meg ohms (Ref 1:63).

"Ki and Kir are both used as symbols for the halt or run prime signal. It is used to cause the

computer to enter the non-compute states. Signal specifications are the same as Kilc (Ref 1:63).

Single-step Prime Input is used to cause the computer to execute only one instruction. Two
symbols aplpar in the literature for this signal, K€ and K•. "False" level is 42 to +3w and "true'"

is -3 to -30Vv Ref 1:67).
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TABLE III

0 D-17B Computer Input Locations

Input Name Inpui Symbol Plug and Pin Number

"Disable Discrete Ddc Jl(100) a -23

Enable Write Ewc . !(100) -93

Initiate Load Fsc 18-24
or

FaillSignal

Gyro Bottom lbc Ji0-22

Mechanica Input Imc J8-17

Character Inputs 1ic J7-1
12c .7-2
13c J7-3

'4c J74
15c J7-s

Ialt Prime K? .7-17

Run Prime Kir J8-16

Master Reset Mrc Jl(100) .90

-Sprocket Timing T€ J8-38

Sprocket Timing TC J7-6
Pr ime

Discrete Inputs XIC Jl(100) -96
X2C Jl(100) -97
X3C J3(10) .98
X4C J1(100) -99
XSC J9-7
X6C J10-23
X7C 39.2
X8C J9-3
x9c J9-4
XIOC 19-5
X iC J10-19
X_'_2C J.1(100) .63
X13C JIO-20
XI4C J3(106)48
Xi5C J1000) -18
X16C J3(100) -65
XI7C J3(100) .66
X18C 1l0-21
X9IC 19-10

16
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TABIE III (cont)

0Input Name Input Symbol Plug and Pin Number

Discrete Inputs (ces.t) YIC J10 -1
Y2C JlO -2
Y3C JO -3
Y4C J1O .4
YSC Jl(100) -95
Y6C Jl(100) -94
YTC J3(100) -'76
Y8C J9-11
Y9C J9-12
YIOC J9-13
YI IC 39-14
YIVC J9-15
YI3C 39-16
Y14C J9.17
Y1SC J9.44
YI6C J9-45
YI7C 9.-46
YI8C J9-9
Y19C J3(0) -.29
Y20C J3(l00) -28
Y21C J3(100) -17
Y22C J3(100).16
Y23C J3(00) .6
Y24C J3(100) .5

a. Number in Farenthesis indicates totai number of pins in plug. Information obtained from
Ref 5: Fig. 3 and through experiments with D-17B computer.
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Master Reset. Mrc. is used to set the control flip-flop to a specified set of settings. Signal

() specifications are similar to the Fill signal specifications.

The Sprocket "rting input signal, Tc, is an input which :auses the computer to accept

*data from the characte!r input lines. "True" level is -3 to .30v tald -false" is +20 to +30v. The

inverse signal is Tc, lacwever. Tc has the same signal specificatio.is; twe is -3 to .30v and false is

*20 to +30v.

Input signals lis ed in the above paragraphs are control inj uts. Next, the data inputs will

be specified. Character nput lines, li to 15c provide input :odes f r both command and numeric

data. These codes ate listed in Table IV. Signal specifications for -he Character Inputs are the same

as the Fill signal (Ref 1 :u2).

Discrete inputs Xlc - XI9a and Y Ic -Y24 are two sets of on.off type signals which may be

loaded directly into the Accumulator under program control. A special discrete signal input Ibc

is available and may be reset under program control. In the original configuration. this sigual was

used to indicate a gym malfunction. Signal level requirements for these signals ate the sa-nce as the

Fill signal (Ref 2:46).

Outputs. Four types of output signals will be considered under this functional heading:

single ciaracter, binary, analog voltage, discrete outputs. Voltage limits and load limits are listed

(O) with each of the outputs; however, these limits were extracted from Re-f 1:40-59 and were not tested

as part of this report. Pin connections for these outputs are listed in Table V and Table VI.

Single characters may be output on output lines S.l through Sc4 Under program control

the four most significant bits of the Accumulator may be shifted to the lines for : pesiod up to

31 word-times as dictated by the program instruction. During the above period a timing signal

is supplied on output line Sct and eve.n. parity is indicated on line SoS "True' level for the

signals is -23.7v through a I k ohm resistor and maximum load is 50 milliamps. "False level is

+10.8v through 2 k ohm resistance for loads up to IA milliamps and +25v through a 12 k ohm

restance for loads above IA mifliamps. Maximum current from the circuit should be 4 nuilinmps.

Bitary Incremental Outputs were ,sed in controlling the navigational gyros. These outputs

are changed by the Binary Output instructions which cause one- of three flip-fhops to be set according

to the sign of the Accumulator. %hen the BOA instruction is executed. the CGI flip-flop is "one" set if the

Accumulator is negative and "zero" set if the Accumulator is positive. Output line GII is -true" if

G, is "one" set and line GIO is truc" if is -zero" set. Simibrly. the BOB instruction controls

outputs G,0 and G11 and the 0OC instruction controls the G3(and G3 1 output lines. "True"

for these outputs is -10, t1hrouith a 470 ohm resistance requiring load currents less than 15 milluamps.

jI
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TABLE IV

S 0 Character Input Codes for D-17B

Line Codes

Input 1l 12 13 14 15 Te

*tNumber 0 0 0 0 0. 1 1

I 1 0 0 0 0 1

2 3 1 0 0 0 1

3 1 1 0 0 1 1

4 3 0 1 0 0 1

5 1 0 1 0 1 i

6 0 1 1 0 1 1

7 1 1 1 0 0 1

Command Halt 0 0 0 1 0 1

Location 1 0 0 1 1 1

Fill 0 1 0 1 1 1

Verify I 1 0 1 0 1

Compute 0 0 1 .1 1 1

"Enter 1 0 1 1 0 1

CMar 0 1 1 1 0 1

Delete I I I ! 1 !

(information from Ref 2:37)
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TABLE V

Q• O D-17B Computer Output Fin Connections

Output Symbols Pin Connections

Character sciO J6-19Outputs SC20 X620
SC30 J6-21Sc•4 J6-22

so J6-23
Sc 60  J6-24

Binary 3l 10-12Iceeu Gi J0-13
outputs G20 1JO-14

G21 Jl0 Is
G30 JIO-16J10-17

Discrete DO] j105
Outputs D02 JilO.6

D03 J10-7
D04 J13.8
DOB J3(l00) )4A-
D09 J3(10G) -9
D10 JIO-31
DI I J3(100) .64
D12 J6-3
D13 J3(100) -89
D14 J6-5
DIS JIO-30
DW6 J3(100) -i00
D17 MJ1029
DIg J9•25
D19 J9-26
D20 J9-23
D21 JI0-32
D22 J9-28
W23 J9-29
D24 J3(100) -74
D25 J9.30
D26 J9-31
D27 J9-32
D28 J9-33
D29 19.34
D30 J9-35
D31 J9-36

A-Numbte in parcntl-csis indicates total number of pins in plug. Information obtained from
Ref 5: Fig 3 and throug-h experimentation with D-17 computer.
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TABLE VI

0 O D-17B Computer Digital.to-Anal Voltage Ouitput Locations

Phase Register Voltage Output Associated Outpit Pin Connection

Settings Symbol Instruction

r3 r2 Pr No Voltage Output

P3 Pr2 r V0 10  
VOA JIO-9

V020 VOB JiO-10

V0 30 VOC JlO-I I

.. r2V!vot VOA J3(100)P .21

or V021  VOB J3(0oo). o

P3 r2 PI V0 3 1  VOC i3(100).19

r3 !2 pI V012 VOA J3(100) -46

or V0 2 2  Vol J3(100).59

P3 ?2 PI V0 3 2  VOC i3(100)-52

r3 P2 P! V0 13  VOA J3(1O0) .7'

or V0 23  VOB J3(1O0) -7

"P3 P2 Pl V03 3  voc i30oo) .87

a. -Number in parenthesis indicates the total number of pins in the plug. Information obtained from

Ref I I.:TR70.
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"False" voltage level is -I v through 470 ohms with load curents I=ss than 30 milliamps.

0 Three separate digital to analog converters are available in the computer output networks.

Voltage values are proportional to the split word contents of the Accumulator. The VOA instruction

causes the most significant bits of tlh, split word in A to be trasfe -fed to the Voltage Output

Register number 1. Flilp-flops in this regi'.ter direct plus and minus iv to eight different points in

a resistor network to prod ice an output voltage btween -I N0. 1f bit 14 is a -l". the tight half

of the Accumulator will b,' used for output, otherwise the left half-.ord will be used to specify the

voltage flip-flop settings. Similarly, the VOB and VOC instructions, ontrol output register V2i

and V3i (0l, .. ,). The twee voltage outputs may be directed to -ivy one of four sets of output

terminals depending on the Phase Register Contents. The setting Pý, iS2, Pj inhibits all voltage

outputs; other Phase Register settings and pin locations are shown in Table VI. Syrmbols for the out-

puts are VO. where i is either 1. 2, or 3 corresponding to the VOA. VOB. and VOC instruct ions

respectively. The second subscript, j. refers to one of the four Phase Register settings (Ref I !:TR70).

AJI of the outputs vary between 20v at a maximum load of 4 mila2mrs,

Twenty-eight discrete output lines are av-ailable and may be turned on and off under proi;.mt

control. Discrete line D0 4 is the only line that may be "on" while another disciete output is arl.

SIf D04 is on and DO,, '1)02, or D03, is turned, it will remain o0. In all other c.scs , if any dis-

crete output is "on" anid another discrete line is activated by protkgram control. the first discrete

line wi3l be turned "off" (Ref 9:TRS). The on or -true" voltage level for these outputs is -23.7v

through a I k ohm resistor with a maximum load of 30 milliamps. "Fahe" is indicated by +10.8v

into a 2 k ohm resistance for loads up to 1.4 miAliamps and +25v for loads greater than !.4 milhiamps:

howev•, the load must be less than 4 mrillaamps.

Computer Word Formats

In this desripfion the %,ord formats of the D1-IB will be examined; hol¢evcr, no effort will

be made to explain the details nr,-essary for programming. This task has to be acc-omplished in the

Minuteman Computer Users' Group Report NICIG4-71 (Ref 6).

All words in the D-17B consist of 27 bits. althoueh three bits are used -for timing. The re-

maiting 24 bits may be presented in three ba.ically different formats: whole number, split number,

and instruction. These formats are shown in Fig. 7. for reference in the following discussions.

Whole Number Formtat. (Rcf 3:-4,251 All 24 bits of one word may be used to store one

=unu er in the woile number finnut. The number is in 2s compAemrent fom and the twenty-

fimeth bit poiition is the sign bit. Wl.ts Tp, To. and Tx are the timing bits.

WIit Number Format. (Ref 3:24.251 Similatly, two :numbers may be stored in on: word
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of twenty-four bits. Bits T24 through T14 form the left half-wori; and Bits T1 I throagh T1 form

"the right half-word. T24 and T, I ae the respective half-word sign bits and bit positions T13 and

T12 are not used.

Inruction Format. (Ref 3:26&28) Instructions take on tw:o basic forms in the D-178 depending

upon the contents of bit ;osition T2. This bit position is the "Fitg bit" and is a signal or flag to

indicate that the instruct;on is a flag-store instruction. A fiag-stor, instruction will cause the computer

to store the contents of tie Accumulator in the loop indicated by a zode in T19, T18, and T17 bit

positions of the instruction. First it is necessary to desciibe the unfl tgged irstruction in order to

consider the flagged instru.-tion in more detail.

An unflaned instiuction contains five fields: the op code, tIg (alurays 0), next instruction

sector, operand channel, and operand sector. This format is commonly called both a one and one-

half address and a two address instruction. Either name would seem to be correct since two address

are actually present; however, only one-half of one address is explicitly shown. These fields are shomn

in Fig. 7 and will be given specific symbols in the following sections.

The flagged instruction may be considered a three address instruction since three addresses

ae actually present. The six programmable fields of the format are: op code, flag (always 1), flag

storage location, sector of next instruction, operand channel, and operand sector. One should note0"
that since the address of the next instruction is shortened to four bits in this format, the instruction

nWst be within 16 sectors of this instruction on the memory disk.

State Des-c•ription of the D-17B

Operation of the D17-h may be described by considering the various confi.urations that the

control flip-flops enter when the machine is executing a program. Thus, a state of the machine is

defined by a particular .:onfiguration of the control flip-flops. States may be represented on a

diagram which depicts the various paths that the machine many cycle through during program execution. This

state diagram may be used in conjunction with a description of the information exchange between

registers to completely describe the machine operation. The procedure used to formulate this descrip-

tion was essentially to reverse the process of computer design as described by Cho (Ref 10). Any

number of different state descriptions may result, depending upon the set of two state elements

(flip-flops) that are chosen as control elements of the machine. The control elements used in this

particular description were picked b) trial and er.or using the following criteria:

1) The states of tive machine should be closely parallel to the existing descriptions of the

o computer.
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"2) The overall state description should be as simple as possible, yet there should be a sufficient

C• number of states to describe all the machine operations.

State Descriptions have the advantage of being a visual descript.on, hence, they are easily under-

stood and awe capable of displaying large amounts of information in a concise form. Even more "mn-

portant, the state diagram provides a systematic approach for describing how the computer functions.

Register Transfer Noa:mon. In order to conveniently describe information transfer between

registers during each state it is neces-ary to adopt a type of shorthant convention to condense the

description. The symbols used in this notation are listed in Table ViI and a-e an adaptation of the

system used by Chu (Ref 10:378).

State DiaRam. In this report the siates of the computer have been broken into two major

classes or modes, Compute (K) and Non.Compute (K'). This division was selected to allow the reader

to easily correlate the state description with deseriptions already published. The states in these classes

ate represented by nodes (circles) and ate numbered with an identifying number. Configurations of

the major control flip-flops which cause transition between states are !Wsed. beside the transition path

on the diagram. Associated with each state diagrAtu is a table whkib lists the states by ,umber and

name and the information transfer which occurs during that state. The Non-Computc states arc dis-

plaged in Figs. 8 and 9 and Table VIII lists the associated register transfer notation. Compute states

. are shown in Fig. 10. 11, 12, and Table LX lists the register transfer notation. Table X is a list of

boolean equations associated with the register transfer statements in Tables Vili and IX.

,ssumption. F3r the purpose of this description, it is assumed that there is a control panel

associated with the computer which supplies the input signals listed in Table V (Ref 8 and Ref 13).

These inputs are changed to the voltage level required for use inside the computer. After this voltage

transfomnation is completed. the signal is renamed and given a * designation. The "starred" signals

are in a direct logical relationship with their generating signal: for example, when T€ is a logical "I."

T is also a logical "I"

Non Compute States. (Ref 11:56 and 15:1.1-2.15)

Power on Random State. When power is applied to the D-17B, the controlling flip-flops will

become activated in a random stale. Depressing the .MASTER RESET" switch causes the computer

to enter a Prepare to Operate state where initilization is begun (See Fig. 8).

Prepare to Operate (nl). In this state the phase register is inithlited to an idkl mode. Fc is

turned off to prevent the computer from entering , special state called fine countdown. The Discrete

output control register is initialized to preve'nt randoul discrete outputs and various other flip-flop are
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TABLE VII

Register Transfer Notation Used in the State Description of the D-17B Computer

Symbol Description of Symbol

( ) Parentheses denc-te contents of a register.

[ 1 Square brackets d.note a portion of a register.

.o[ A lower case o in licates the operand address
part of the instrumtion.

41 I A loweer case c inlicates the channel c' dic operand
address.

-1 ]A lower cases indicates the sector portion of the
operand address.

OP[ I Lower case op indicates operation code portion of

an instruction.

Q I Lower case f indicates the flag field of an instruction.

spI I Lower case sp indicates next k-.•uction sector
portion of an instruction.

sf I Lower case sf indicates the flag storage location of
of a flag store instruction.

l[ ] Lower case I designates the left half-word of a
register:

1 ] Low~er case r designates the right half-word of a
regiser.

M(P) These symbols indicate a word location of memory
W cs ) designated by P or by chainel c and sector s.

W (€,s)) This symbol designates the contents of the above
memory word location.

Double arrow indicates the transfer of one register
(or part of a register) to another register.

+ This symbol means arithmetic addition.

This symbol means arithmetic subtraction.

x This symbol means the multiplication operation.

A colon following a Boolean statement indicates
that when the Boolean statement is true the sub-
sequent operations occur.

-. A single arrow denotes the sequence of operations
ftom one state to another.

This symbol indicates that the two state device
- ,.J(flipr-flop) )., is "one" .et. 'Zero" setting is ex-

pressed with-a preceding zero subscript.
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TABLE ViI (cont)

101
Definitiea ofSmo

Symbol

a 
This symbol indicj1tes die excluisive or operation.

this symbol idicdates the logical and operation.

0

0
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TABLE VIII

C) Hegiser Transfer Equations of the Non Compute States of the D.17B Computer.

Note : This tab:a may be used with Table X, the number in parenthesis to the
right of the register transfer equation designates the associated equation
in TabL- X.

State State Na.1! L-iformation Transfer

Random S ate Mr :O * K. J. Ve
Master Res:t 1 20 Re

Mr

DI Prepare to 0 P, Fc . Di Q Sb2 E.
Operate 04, co

I Sb3 . D .0-,

nl Tp ! -. I J
nIT n2

n2 Sync sit n2. O1 : I.- 0 1  (i)
Counter 1 a2-, n3

i3 Sync Bit .n3 00,: O i (2)
Counter 2 .3 : 0 RW 0 (3)O~I. i= "",..I,* .I1

I * 12), I.

P4 ManualHalt v4104:1 O4 (4)
Idle I n4-.a5

n4- n7
n4 002 : 1• 01 (5)

a4. ns

n5 Manual Halt n5 0 04 (6)X7)
Intero.-k n.a -+n4

as 501 : 0 ,-01 (I)
a.5-+ 0'

as 002 : 0 -,3, (8)
as --.nA

U6 Manual llalt F6 102 : 1 -*02 (10)
Prepare to a6 -;n5
Load n6!V€ :-*V. (II)

n6 -. n9

.7Manual Halt n7 001 :1 -01~ (2)
Idle 2 -, n4

10
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TABLE ViII (CONT)

0 State State Name Information Transfer

n7 Sb2 :ISb2 (12)
0 00 : 0 - 0,)5

0? -n867 Ivc : I 11c (13)
n7 09

a8 Manual b1: n8 Tx o 1 (14)
Prepare to n8 : !D (14)
Compute n8 1K: I K (15)

9-8 c2

09 Wait n9 iR: 1 Re
D9 -UnlO (16)

a, oVc : 0 - VC (17)
[ ~n9 -+, 98

010 Prepare to nlO oRc: 0 R (-8)
Sample n1O -. n9

010 OJ : 0"-*,, (19)

n1O -b nil

all sample a I :0 SO (20)[ ,u sj'..C1 i=3: o. %

ni R-:s. (IS)
Snl It oRC: 0o* R€ 1

nil ., ni2

1i2 Parity n12 CpI :S%3- SO3
Check

n12 T20 : 1 04
0h2 04." C - Ci.I i =2-44

n12 T24 : 0 04

n12 IC_5 : I!Cp5  (21)
n'12 n1 h3

n13 Process Code ni3 iLc: I LC (22)
Clear O0 Li iJ-- i"24

a13 0L 1 : OII - . (23)

n13 1J : I - J (24)
hi3 -. n9

n13 i02 :1 0 (25)n13 o0 : o- vc, (26)
ni3-. + (

M i4 Deltc Nc Action
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TABLE VIDKCONT)

state State Natme Infofmution Timnsfei

RI 315Itepare to nt15003 : 0 - 03 (27)
Fail .1s 1 J.I 1 j (24)

015 -~n9

315 jc, : 1 .O, (25)
0~ oC 31 : (26)

.16 ptepare to n16 1 03 : 1 .03 (S2)
Verify

W16 -. 19
W16 1021: 1 ~02 (25)
816 cy c(26)

W16 07

N? mbers n17 164 :1 a04 (28)

p 1&

0p Cp17 L i2,3

n17 LC :0 Lc(23)
m17 1i : I J (24)

n17.4.9
317 102 : 1 0,) (25)
u17 OV 0V .0 ,7  (26)

ni8 Location 218 lIC : c3 (53)

n1ST - -
818 if *:1 3i (24)

.18 DIP.1

018 102) 0Vc: 1 -0 0, 0 Z-VC (25X26)

.19 Enter .19 1A I-Ac (34)
frI IFVflVerify (L) -*A

IWe .19 ,I : I -j (24)
R19 n19

81 coc:I- ,,0 V (25)(26)
019-., 0

fyi OD : 0 mD (35)

(j v2 Fdl-Vcrify fV2 100 3: S * 1i,0b (36)
Scurch 2.0i
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TABLE VII(CONT)

0 State State Name Information Transfer

(i) -* Cbi-7 i = 8,.--,12

fv2 1DIE:I1D I - E
fv2 -* fv3

fv3 Fdl-Verif (Cb) & C
Wait2 (4M(C) *N
Word times fv3oD:O D (39)

fv3 *.fv4

fv4 Fill-VrCify fv4 lp: I p (41)

Execute
nz- (sill +1 -,s[1I

f,4 o1p : o I p (40)

(A) - M ( 0 [11))o only)

fv4 oE ID :.0 -* E , I D (42X43)

fv4 fvI

fv4, Sb2 : 1 - Sb (44)
0= V€

n19 -+ nlO

20 Mt n2o oVc : o Vc (29)
C.3. n21

n21 sun n321 102 AV : 1 02 ' Vc (25X30)
copt n21 - n4 -*SCompute .1et-

n22 Program n22 IDoE:I D,0 E (14X31)
Halt fv4 ". fvi

22 1O2 00 4 J :1 -- 0-, (25)
n21-6 04. 04: (32)

I j (33)

n22 .ý- n7 o0 n4

Information used to construct this table was taken from Ref 7: 55-67 and Ref 14: 1.1 - 2.15.
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C13 C12 
From Propme to Compute 

c3l

clSim I X-spec 0 C30
X-Srw Inst Y-Spe-_ S-Rearcl Y.Spoc

c29 0

c4O P E C38

SCL c:5 llý

Oý 0! Oi ol c2 010203 04 CII
ssu

mup I-Reed 0.

da 03 0% N-Sewc 1 40j 04
0 1 CIO

041 - 0 SAO
UPY

0&
0 0

c42 0 P 0 C9
0 10- sun

SUP 
I0 40-

W, 0 ce
0 Soc43 a. ADD

SUM
c7

04 CLA
TRA cs

T#Al

c3
Lan Word
Tkme Of

K

Di
n22

K Hot

U, 
Fog.100.178 Cw"te SLaes
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TABLE IX

() ~Re;Wser TrmAnsfr Equations for the Compute States of the D.17B Contputet.

Note: Thih table may be used Aith Table X . the number

in parenti•Lis to :hl right of the re-gistr transfer
equation des.-•iaies the asso-ited equation in Table X

State State Namc Information Transfer

ci Compute T.(I SS) : 1 - jz 14,-,20
Instrution
Search Ti Ob3 : I - Ob2' = 4,7,18,4

Ti O 3  : I - Ob1, = S.18213.21

TiOW3  : 1-!d i = 16.17

d To, I :O- D
cl - c2

c2 Instruction T1 (opI S) :1 - O63 i=.-
Read-
Numbe: T4 OU 1 Oj,2
Search

TS 3 : 1 - O,

T6Ob3 : 1 -SbI

c2 T13Obi : "Nd i1 -3

T"- : 0  :

414) P
(10) : I " , 2122,23

b1 S I i= 17,18.19

WalTp :c2 0c-i i=4,---.1O, 12%0.40,--.44

N c2Tx

C2 I• Kr : o-K

S€2 
"z n 2 2
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TABLE IX(CONT)

State State Name 11f21ion Transfer

c2 0 4 oj 0oT 0 T ,4 : o - D
c2 - cl

c3 Last Word c3Tp K" :O-.K
Time of c41 - a'-))
Execution

c4 Unconditional v4 NI TX O: 0 Id, O D
Transfer c4 - c3

c3 To : (Cbi) - Cpi i = •-'-,

Cs Condit.nal cS T. A24 : I " 04
Transf> cS -c4

C6 store 6 iS] IS2 Tx I- t S, I S,2  (45)(46)
c6 - c3

(A) -M ( cll. sll [ -2)

c6 Ewc :c -..c3

(A)a- M( cl 11.s 1] -2)

- , • 6 TxCbSCb4Cb 3 Cki Cbl :11 VC0 c6 -c.3S(A•4 +Vki" Vi i = 1.,'"-4

07 Clearand c7Tx : I Nc
Add I" Ac

c7 -, c3
(M(o0[11J))- A

c8 Add c8T. : O-Ak
c8 - c3(M(of !.I] )+ (A) •A

C9 Subtract c9 Tx : O - Ak

c9 -"c3
(A)-(M( o[ I 1)) A

CIO Split Add ClOTx : 0 Ak
€iO -c3

c3 1Ac : I -Ac (47)
(Ai) + (M o (1t)) i 1 -,

1 1.2,"-,I 1,14.S,1-," -4

C30W T12 0 - Ac
(A.) -i1 12.13

c3Tp : O Ac
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TABLE IX(CONT)

C, State State Name• ifonation Transfer

clI Split cl T. O Ak

Subtract clI -* c3
c3 IAc :IAc (47)
(A-.(M(oI I j))i "A ,2= l~l,5

c30W1T 12 0 Ac
(,%,) Aj = 12.13

c3 T. : 0 Ac

c12 X Special No Action

c13 Compiesne cl3 Tx : c13 - c3
c3 IA 1 -. A€ (48)

2's Complement of() - A

c14 Minus cl4 A'24 Tx: l•Cbl
Magntude

€cl4CblTo : I .C!

c14 - c!3

c€s Logical c€5 T. c: S -+ c3

(Th AndTo c3, : Ai.Li"jAi (49)

Accumulator i= I, 14

c16 Enter Fine c16 :I Fc
Countdown

c17 Hit c17: 0 "*Fc
Fine Countdown

ci8 Reset c18: 0 Dr
Detector

C19 Halt am c19 T. : c19 - c3

Proceed 0 oK : 0 " K (50)

c3 - n22

c20 Load c2O T: c20 - c3

Phane c3:C P,

Register C1  P1-S.. .. 15Is P3

c2l Binary c2l G: (Ai) + I - Ai i 17,"" 24
S~Outlput

c21 G1 (A1) - I -Ai i= 7.-'14

.0 (A24) " G,

39
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"TABLE DC(CONT)

State State Name Infortnation Transfer

c22 Binary c22 G2 :(Ai) + I -*A, i - 17,*- ,24
Output

2 c22G (A)- A, i = 17,",24

(A2 4) G,

c23 Binary c23 G3 : (A) + I - A. i 17. '-,24
Output c23G% : (A 1)- I =,Ai i 17,.--.24

3 k)A4 = G3

c24 Discrete c24 T. : O :A
Input c24 J

A X) . Ai i = I,"" ,19
Dr .A20

F¢ A2 1
P3 *A22
PI A23

P2 -A2 4

C25 Discrete c25Tx: O:A
Input c25 J

B Y *Ai . = i=1," -24

c26 Discrete c26 T. c26 - c3

Output
A () Di i =1,- ,5

c27 Voltage c27 T. O Ak
Output c27 - c3

A At Vii 14 :i = l,-.8
II:i = P7,--- 14

c28 Voltage c28 Tx: O Ak
Output c28 -c3

B A,-Vj 4 .-1 t•i 17, - •4
j 1.. I,- 8

C29 Voltage 429 Tx: 0 Ak
Output c29 -+ 3

C A~V 1j1
SI1ý i -. 7, ';24

c30 Y Special No Action
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TABLE IX (CONT)

State State Name Information Transfer

c31 Accumulator c31 :i Cbi i= !"j "5
Left c31 (Cb)) I Ai - Ai 1 0 .Ao
S (Cb) 1 Cb

c31 0D c31 -. c3 (51)

c3(Cb)l (Ai) =* A, + I i j 1," ,23

0 .Al

c32 AcCumulator c32 : !i Cbi i = 1, 5

Rght c32 (cb)TO I : Ai''i 12 -,- 4
Shift A24 = A24

(cb) -T 1 c

c32 oD :c32 - c3 (51)
c3(Cb)=1 :A. *A,., i=2,9" .4

A24- A, 4

c33 Split c33 : !i mCbi i 1 " -1, **
Accumulator c33 (Cb)) : Ai = i i,",10,14, "A,3

Left 0 A1  A14

Shift (Cb) - Cb

c33 OD :c33 - c3 (51)

c3 (Cb) =1: (Ai) Ai+ 1  i = 1." ,1,14," ,23

0 =- A, AN4

c34 Split c34 : li - Cb3 i = 5

Accumulator c34 (Cb) I : , A,.1 i, 2, 4,!,5, "24

Right All All

Shift A24 = A-4
(Cb)-1 'I Cb

c34oD c34 -+ c3 (51)

c3 (Cb)= : (Ai) - Ai.1  i 2,, ,t, "" 24
"All ,* All

A24 " A24

c35 Split Left c35: t, () -Cbi 14. !35
Word c35 (-b)) (Ai) - A~14 i 14.- 23

Left Shift 0 ,A1 4

C35 OD c35- 3 (51)

c3 (Cb) :(At) - A +1  i 14.- ,23
0 so A14

k.) c36 Split C,6 : Ii Cbi i= .5

Right c36 (Cb) ) I : (Ai) Ai i = !,".10

41
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TABLE IX(CONT)

( State State Name Information Transfer

Word 
0 •A

Left c36 OD c36 -, c3
Shift c3 (Cb) =1 :(%Ai) -A,+ i I,-',10

c37 Split Left c37 : 1, Cbi i 5

Word. c37 (Cb) ) . (Ai) - Ai.,

Right Shift i = 15, 24S~A24 *, A24

c37 D : c37 A-, c3 (51)
c3 (Cb) =1 (:i) = Ai+ i = 15," ,24

A2 4 - A24

c38 Split Right c38 : I, Cbi I.-

Word c38(Cb)) I Ai Ai.l i =2,'' 11

RiZght 
All - All

Shift c38 oD: c38 -*c3 (51)

c3 (Cb)= : (Ai) A,_, i 2,-- 11
All All

c39 single bi 2 Cbi.-'
"Character c39 (Cb)) (A)- C. 0

Output
c39 (Cbi) =1 J' i i = 1,- ,4

c39 oD : c39 -. c3 (51)

c40 Split c40 :All - Cb4 A24 -J

Compare andLimidt 0!([t]>)"

c40 r (A) l)r [(N) 1:1 Cb3
c401[ (A• 1)1 [() 1:1 = l
c40 OD : c40 -.4. c3

c3C3b 3 C) 4 :r[(N)lI sr [A]

C3 Cb3 Cb4 : 2's complement of
t (N)1I) - I[A

Sc3 Cbl J' I !(N)I - I A)

c3 Cb! I : 2"s complemcnt of I [( N)l [A]

c41 Multiply c41 : (A) - L

(L) X (N) - A

c41 OD : c41 "* c3 (51)

0i
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TABLE IX(CONT)

0State State Name Infomation Transfer

c42 Split c42 : ( [ A)) r I LI
Multiply (r [A]) I [ LI

(M( o [ ii ))- N
( ILI) X(r[NJ) - r [A]
(t ILI) Y.(I IN ])• -I [A I

c42 OD : 42 -*c3 (51

c43 Split c43 : (Cb) + (Pil -" Cbi i = 1.2,3
"Multiply
Modified 1( [A])-n [LI

r([Al)) [LI
(M(C s[lD)- N
(IlILIX(rtNI ) -1[A]
c43 OD : c43 3 (51)

Information for this table was obtained from Ref 7: 37-54 and Ref 14: 5.1 - 6.13

K)
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TABLE X

(7 Logic Equations Used in a State Description of-the D-17B Computer.

EquationI Number Equation

(1) ii = K'Vc" J 01' S B6 BY B3B

1 (2) 00, = K' V Oý So s•6 % B3

(3) oRC = K' v Re J S B6 Bý Bý 0o

(4) 10
4 = K" VC R, J O 1 02 S T 24

(5) 002 = K' V'€ Rc J T24 O4ý Sb'" K*I•

(6) 004 = Kr r. Re J O, T0 Im

(7) 0O4 ; =K* R 1;' w To Sb2 K'l

(1) o02 - K' r Rý J iT, 4 04 0,0o

(9) IVc = KV •' R; J Tx Oi 02 Fs*

(10) 1O2 = Kr c tR J O O%, r

111}'I) IVc =K' V; Rc JTxi % -OL

(12) iSb2 = K' Vc Rc J %3

(13) iVc K' Vc Re 3 Tx O1 O- Fs*

(14) ID =K' c J RB

(15) I" K- K' Rc J D T: 3

"(16) iRc- K°Vc J T* TI,

(17) 0Vc = K'Vc J Rc Sb2T:x

(18) ORc = K*VC Tv * T1 3

(19) aJ= K- Vc Re T23

I (20) 0Sb3 = K' J V Rc O4

(21) tCps = K' VC Bi,

(22) ,Lc = K' J' Vc R€ CpS Cp4 Cp3 Cp2 Cp TO

(23) 0 LC . K' T24

(24) IJ = K' V€ R, TCp C'5

44
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Equation
C) Number Equation

*(25) 0v -K' J'

0~c =K'Vc R J CpS %3 TP

(27) 00 3 = K' Vc R C CPI Cp 4 Cp3 Cp2 %CI Tp

S(28) 00.4 = K"Vc Rý J pS Cp4 TO

S["(29) 0Vc = K" J9 Vc Rc C p5 c p4 %3 %•2 C'pl T.13

( ' 30) 0= K' J R V CsCppC C, 2 C%1 Tp

(31) OEK'icV-c

(32) 004 - K' F T24

(33) IJ= K JCrc !1 i;* Tp

(34) ,A - K' Vc Rv CpS CpS Cp,3 %2 Cpl TO

(35) OD--"JVcR CpSCp4 cpC3 C Cpl Tp

(36) iOb3 = B4 (ip S pS')

(37) ID = N•, W Tp

(38) IE = E'Na DW Tp

(39) 0D = K! E Nd D Tp

(40) Op = Ak Ix 1 K" Tpx

(41) lip: = A- &• 1 "I rp,

(42) D = E " Tp K' Vc

(43) oE = ED" Tp K'

(44) Sb2 E DW Tpxo Ax Wx KI 0 3

(45) Is, - 0 2 01 E Q' CbS Cj,4 Cb3 C%,2 Tx

(46) IS2 =0 OO1 E O'tb5 Clg Cb3 Cbl Tx

(47) Ac =KEO4  0% 0 10 3

(48) ,A• E 04 % % o01 E C5 C4 C"3 C ••C1 AT,, rro

(49) ,Ap = K0 4 0 ý1 1 OV CS C4Cs (*- C! •. A Lx

45
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0 Equation

(50) OK=KEO4 04% 00' C'5 C4 C' C2C', Tp

(SO) oD= K E Cs C"4 C C, 2 Nd Tx

(S2) 13 r K" " vc Wc CpS CK4 %3 C." CpJ Tp

(53) 1 1c ý cp5 cp4 % 3 C' Cpl TO
C,

Information Used to Construct this Table was obtained from Ref 14: 1.1 - 2.15. 5.1 - 6.13
and Ref 19: 5-44 - 5-162.
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initialized to start the syrc.onization of the bit counter with the sector track. Control flip-flop 02

and J are "one" set to aLow transition to the Sync Bit Counter I state.

SsMn, Bit Counter (n2-L This state is the second state during which synchronization of the

Bit Counter and the Se'f:t.l Track is accomplished. As shown on the state diagram. a transient master

reset skna (less than on emowry revolution in duration) will cause the machitie to recycle through

the Prepare to Compute State. Th, 01 flip-flop is "one" set allowing entry into the next state,

Sync Bit Counter 2.

Ss'nc Bit Counter 2 't33. In this state the instruction re&.tsre is loaded with an unconditional

jump instruction to charw-I 0. sector 0. This instruction will be the first instruction executed unless

a new instruction is loades prio to the computer. entering the compute mode.

After complete sywnc nonuation of the bit counter and the sector trick. the Rc and 01 flip-flops

are "zreo" set allowing transition to the Manual talt-idle I state.

Manual Halt-dle I (n4). This state acts as a decision point for state transition. Three separate

situations w.l'l cause the computer to enter the Manual ilalt-Interlock state. If the previous state were

'n oT 0, then state n4 was entered at a bit time corresponding to Tx of sector number 0: thus, the

04 flip-flop will be "one" set prior to the occurrence of any other state-determinine transition.

A third situation, which could cause transition from n4 to n5, arises when the computer control

switch is placed into "Ialt" or "Single Step during a compute operarion. State n4 will be entered

from Propram Ihlt and transition will occur to state n5 or n7 depending on the 01 flip-flop state

will be determined by the instruction that was being executed when the compute suritch was placed

in the Halt or Singe Step. State n7 may be the next state entered if the previous state were nS. In

this ca•. n4 was entered at a bit time corresponding to T1 of sector 177, thus allowing the 01 flip-

flop to be "one" set according to equation (i) Table X.

State na, Prepi e to Compute, will be entered if the -Compute" switch is not in a -lalt"

position and Sb2 is -zero" set. Sb2 is a flip-flop that is "one" set as the result of a verify or pa.ity

error.

Manual Hlt-Interlock 4nS). If there is no Mechanical Reader Input Signal (1* ) present or if a

""Halt" comnand is present from the "Compute" Switch or if a Sprtocket timing Interlock signal

(TO*) is present with no Fill Signal. the computer will cycle between states n6 and n5. Similarly, a

cycle will exist tluounh n7. n4, and n5 if a Mechanical Reader Input signal is present with no Fill

signal (FO). 'Vait" state, n9, will be entered if a Fill signat is present. Thus Manual Ilalt-Interkock.

aS, acts as an intrlock for the state tramition process of the cumputer.
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MWanual Halt-Prepare to Load (n6). Prepare to Load state is entered if a device such as a photo

reader is used for loading. From this state. tansition will be back to n5 if a Sprocket Timing Interlock

Signal (T*') is present or to the Wait state. n9. if no T*" signal is present.

Manual lahlt-ldlc 2j•a7. The .1lanual ll.lt - Idle 2 state serves as a timing delay. From this state

the computer will enter n I if the compute switch is in the "Ialt" position and/or a Parity Error has

occurred. If no parity of verify eroIs !,Ve ozcurred. the next state will be n8, the Prepare to Compute

State. In the event that a Fill signal (Fl*) occurs, the next state will be n9.

Prepare to Compute -PS). In the Prepare to Compute State initialination of several flip-flops is

accomplished in preparatio i for entry in the Number Search State of Compute. J must be "one" set

allowing the D flip-flop to be "one" set. Then when agreement is reached between sector track and

the Number Reeister, K is 'one" set.

Wait (n9). - Flip-flops are initialized to receive the Input Load code in the Wait State. The

computer will v.cle between this state, n9, and Prepare to Sample. aiO. until the Sprocket Timing

Interlock signal. T*', has reached steady state. If a verify error occurs the Idle 2 state will be reentered.

Prepare to Sample (n0lO. The primary purpose of the Prepare to Sample state, nMO. is to allow

the Sprocket Timing Interlock signal to reach steady state as described above. When this occum, the

computer will remain in the Prepare to Sample state until bit time T23 occurs and will then transition

C) to the Sample state. nl 1.

Sample (nIl ). During the Sample state the computer will load the information on Ihput Lines

I I* through 15". Note that flip-flops CpI through Cp. were -zero- set in state n9 and will be "one"

set only by an 10 input. At bit time TI 3 the computer will enter the Parity Check state.
Parity Check (n12). Flip-flops S3 wil toggle on Cpi as Cpl thiough Cp4 complete a circular

shift. This circulation will occur on each bit time when the 04 flip.flop is "one" set. In order to

insure circulation for only five bits times the 04 flip-flop is "one- set on bit time T-10 and 3 zero" set

on bit T24 . "One" setting the C P5 flip-flop will aUow a change to one of the Proce&s Code states

depending upon the contents of the Input Lines.

Clear (n131. The clear Itod code causes the Lower Accumulator. L. to be filled with zeroes.

"One" settine the !.c flip-flop allows new information to be read into L starting with bit time TO-

Then the Cpl tlip-flop is copied into the Lp flip-flop at bit times T1 throu••h 7T2 4 . At T24 the Lp

flip-flpp ,s "zero set preventing new information ftom being read into the L-loop. If a parity error

is indicated by a %b3 at bit time TP, the next mode will be n9: however. if zo parity error occurs, the

computer will ro to sate n7. the Wait State.

Iclete (n15. WeI:n toh inp;t! Ism are all -ones" no action is taker. by the .-.mputct. Th6
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-command can be used as j space in input tape. Five -zeroes" are not used as a Delete command be-

() cause the Sb3 flip-flop sould indicate a parity error.

Prepare to Fill (n I5). The Prepare to Fill State is a preparation state for filling the memory.
After the Fill command "s processed, the succeeding Load codes will be loaded into memory until

"Halt" or "Start Computt- conniunds mre processed. In the event a parity error occurs, the next

state will be n7: if no pazi y error occurs, n9 will be next.

Prepare to Verify. T ie Prepare to Verify State. n16. is analogous to the Prepare to Fill State.

Once the computer cycles through this state (caused by processing a load code !* 14 6I1- 1I ) the

succeeding load codes will oe compared with the contents of memory as specified by the ;nstruction

Register. This actual oper.tion will be executed as the result of an Enter command and will therefore

be described as pat of the Enter state. Exit from this Prepare to Verify is similar to that of the

PrO•r 0o Fill state.

Octal Numbers (nW7). In this state the octal numbers received from the input lines will be

stored in the L register. Any number of octal codes may be loaded, but only eight sets of octal

digits may be stored in the Lower Accumulator at one time. Octal Numbers that are shifted out of

L are lost. Exit from this state is similar to those of the other Process Code states.

- Location (nlS). In this state, MS. the contents of the L register is transferred to the instruction

register. This information sill contain the memory location, channel and sector number, that will be

used to start Fill and Verify operations.

The !c flip-flop is -one" set at bit time To allowing new information to be written in the I

register, then it is -zero- set at bit time T, 4 after L is transferred to 1.

Enter (nl9. In this state, n1?, the contents of the lower accumulator %ill be loaded finst into

the accumulator, then into memory if a Prepare to Fill state had initiated a fill operation. The

contents of the Accumulator and memory will be compared if a verify operation had been initiated

by the machine when c'cling through the Prepare to Verify state. The location of memory involved

in the above operation is specified by the hstruction Reg=ister. If a parity error is detected, transition

will be from n19 to n0. othcwise an eror.free operation will allow the computer to go from the

Enter state to the Wait state.

At this point it is necessary to define a set of tour states that the- computer cycles through

during a Fill or Verify operation. (A Fill or Verify operation results after the computer has success-

fully cycled through the Prepare to Fill or Prepare to Verify states and will continue until the Halt or

Start conmpute stsze is rcached.1 T;-,:w. four states are call,,d Fill-Verif" Idle. fvl: Fill-Verify Number

C? Search. fW2; Fill-Vcrify Wait 2 WoMr Times. W.3; and Fill-Verify ExLcute. Nv4. The computes cycles
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through these states sinr ltancously as it passes through the Enter state. A state diagram of this four-

0state operation is depicted in Fig. 9. These states will be disc-ussed in conjunction with the Enter state.

sice they occur simultaneously beginning in the Enter state. The action taken by the computer will

vary with the part of neamtny that is to be filled or verified, thus it is necessary to consider not only

the Ewer state and the f, ur-state cycle desoribed above, but also the part of the memory involved in

this operation.

Fill-Verify Idle (f6ll Duuing the Fill-Verify Idle state tie L•wer Accumulator is copied into

the accummnlator. -Zero' setting the D flip-flop causes transition to fv2. the Number Search State.

This transition occurs sn-dtaneously with a transition from n19 to n9 states.

Fill-Verify Number .eaxch (fv2). During this state agreement is established between the Sector

Track and the operand sector part of the I register. This comparison is made by the Ob2 flip-flop

during bit times T2 through T7 . The operand channel part of the I register L, copied into the Cp

register and channem agreement is established. The D and E flip-flops are "one" set to cause transition

to the Wait Two Word Times State.

Fill-Verify Wae. Two Word Times (fv3). During the Wait Two Word Times state the Channel

Buffer is copied into the Channel Register. The Number Register copies the contents of memory as

0S peified by the Channel Register. -Zero" setting the D flip-flop causes transition to the Fill-Verify

Execute State.

Fill-Verify Execute (fv4. For both Fill and Verify operations the operand sectur part of the I

register will be augmented by one in this state. For Fill operations the contents of the Accummulator

will be transferred t-o a memory location as specified by the Operand Addrcss part of the I register.

After the Fill operation. transition is made to the Fill-Verify Idle Stile. Verify operations are

different in two ways. First, the contents of the Accummulator and the Number Register are

compared. If agreement occurs, Sb2 flip-flop will remain "zeco" set and the next state will be fvl.

Disagreement is indicated by Sb2 "one" Setting and the next state will be a Manual 1l3t state.

aIht (n20). When the "Halt" code is processed the 1Hlt state will be entered and the VC

flip-flop wil be "'ero- set causing a transition to the Program Ialt state.

Start Compute (n21). The Start Compute command, when entered on the Input lines. will

-atuse the computer to enter the Manual lhalt Idle I State before transitioning to the Prepare to

Compute and Compute States. If a parity error occurred while processing the code. the computer

will no transition from the Manual Halt states.

Sso
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PWormM Halt 1n122). Four separate conditions may cause the computer to enter n22. the program

() Halt suate: (I) If'a 'ibalt" load code is successfully processed, the computer will enter n0 before re-

turniag to Manual Halt lie states. (2) A halt instruction may be executed in the compute states.

(3) If the Compute Sw.;*c'i is not in the "Run" position when a new instruction is found the comn.

peter awl return to Progr im ILWt state from the -Last Word Time State- of compute. (4) If during

the Number Search state o'f compute the -Compute Switch- is not in "Run" and an instruction

search is required to lozvt a new instruction the computer will enter n22. In all cases rie computer

pFepres to enter one of it e Manual Halt Idle states during the Program Wlah state. The actual Idle

state emtered depends upon the state of the O0 flip-flop which was set by the instruction being ex-

ecuted when state n22 w3: entered.

If state n22 were entered as the result of processing a Halt command during a fidl or verify

operation, the D and E flip-flops would be set to cause the computer to simultaneously eater the

Ide state of the FillVerify operation.

Compte States. Ref(ll:25) and (15:5.1 - 6.13)

The Compute Stutes of the D-17B are controlled by seven ruajor control dlip-flops. The

K flip-flop, when "one" set, indicates that the compuaer is in one of the "compute" states. The

various states of compute are then controlled by the D and E flip-flop. When the E flip-flop is

"( 'soe" set an instruction is being executed. The D slip-flop, when "one" set. indicates that an in-

struction search is in progress and when *zro' set indiates instruction read and!or operand search

is in ptogress. The four flip-flops of the Operand Storage Register. 04 through O1. determine the

instruction that will be executed.

Instruction Search (clL The Instruction Search State as defined in this re.ort will be the state

indicated by the flip-flop settings K D E'. It is not necessary for this state to occur with the execution

of every instruction.

If a program it optimally coded, a new instruction can be read into the I register during the

execution of the present instruction. In this case. the instruction search operation was performed as

a result of the forethought of the programmer. Similarly, the Instruoion Read-Number Search State

may also be avoided by astute programming. In this case the computer would cycle between the

two states of Extcute without actually performing an instruction or operand s'arch.

Instruction agreement occurs when the memory location addressed by "next instruction" part

of I is in a position to be read by the compultr. Monitoring for this condition is performed by the

buffer flip-flops Obl and Ob:. These two flip-flops are monitored by the Id flip-flop which controls

the D Alip-11op. When the D flip-alop becomes -Lerto st. transition to state c: occurs.
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Instruction Read-Nimber Search (c2). Instruction Read-Number Search state, c2, is a dual function

() state defined by DE fNip-flop conditions. Like the Instruction Search State, this state may not necess-

ai*y be realized with the execution of every instruction. One-half of the dual function of the state may

be exercised. For exa.-j I. the next instruction may be found and read during the Execution State

and the computer may c -cle to state c3 for the Number S,.ach function alone.

For number agve-r.nt the information in Ip at bit times I2 -T8 must agre with the Sector

track, S. Since the loops wue effectively separate channels of 4, 8, 16 werd length more than one flip-

flop is needed to check a,, reement for all channel lengths. Flip-flop Ob2 monitors for agreement for the

4 word loops, Obl monitrs for 8 word loops. Sbi for 16 word loops and OW monitors for the full

channel length, 128 word.- The Nd flip-flop is the primary number ag:ecment monitor and is changed

by the above number ageannent flip-flops at bit time T 13.

Instructior Read is accomplished by sitting the desired memory channel into the Cp5 through

CPp flip-flops. When the 'd flip-flop indicates Instruction agreement, the Ic flip-flop is "one" set

a1Jowisg the new instruction to be read into the I register. Bits 14-41 1 are read into the Operand

Buffer Register, and I12 - I8 are read into the channel buffer register. if the imxiuction is a flag-stoe

instrction (120 =) the flag channel information, 119, 118. and 117 is read into the Flag Code Buffer

Rel(iste. If th- instruction is not a flag store instruction, the Flag Code Buffer Register is loaded with
S~"zeroes."

From this state, c2, transition will be to one of the instruction execution statcs or to d in the

case of the transfer on minus instruction with a positive accumulator (see state c4 description). If the

Compute Switch is noa in the "Run" position when the !c flip-flop is "one- set to read a new instruction,

the computer will go to Non Compute Program Halt, n22.

Last Word Time of Execute (c3). The Last Word Tune of Execution. c3, will be discussed in

conjunction with the execution of each of the instruction states since during tWis state the operation

stacted in each of the instruction states is completed. For all one-word-time instructions (O4 = I),

the instruction defining state is entered for the first bit time of execution and then the computer

transitions to c3 to complete the operation.

This state acts as a d-cision point for the computer to exit. the Compute Mode. If the Compute

SSwitch is not in the -Run- position and a new instruction is found, the computer will go to state n2ýý

Non Compute Program Halt.

Unconditional Transfer (c4). The word format of the D-171) makes no provrsion for specifying

the channcl of the next instructitin. Thlis. there must be a command to clange channels of operation.

•..' The Unconditional Tr1214Cr is a -jump" instruction that is used for this purpose. In this -jump"
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instruction the sector of atext instruction field is ignored and the complete operand address serves as

the address of the next instruction. The new channel address is contained in the Operand channel

portion of the transfer instruction. This information was shifted to the program channel buffer

register during the instru.-ion search operation. At bit time To the program Channel Buffer Register

is parallel loaded into the Program Channel Register.

Instruction agreement is controlled by the number agreement flip-flop which determines the

sector of the new innruc' on from bits 17 through 11 of the present instruction.

Conditional mransfcr (c5. The decision for the Conditional Transfer operation is made in

state c2. If bit A2,4 is zer3, the accumulator is positive and the computer returns to state cl to

search for the instruction 2s indicated by sp I I ) . A "l" in bit position A14 indicates that the

accumulator contains a ne pative number and the computer goes to state c3 and selects the new in-

struction as indicated by o I.

Store Accumulator (c6). The Store state must be considered for four different situations-,

storing in channel 50. storing in channels 0046, storing in the loops, and flag storing.

Storing in channel 50 or -hot storage writing" is initiated by setting the Si flip-flop to the channel

50 store code, then the Accumulator is copied directly into channel 50 and in a sector two octal-

numbers less than the sector of s [I . This two-sector difterence is accounted for by the fact that

"the write heads are separated from the red heads by two sectors.

In order to store information in channels 0046 an E%,C signal muit be present, enable write

switch must be on. For selecting channels 0046 the computer utilizes a separate selector swilch for

each channel. This selection is accomplished using the contents of Channel Storage Register. The

Accumulator is then szored in the memory address specified by the op I I I minus two sector positions.

* Storing in the E, F, If loops is similar to storing in channel 50 except the Si flip-flops are set by

the contents of the channel buffer register.

Storing in the V and R loops may be accomplished if the computer is not in Fine Countdown

mode (Fcl) (See state cl7). In this case the contents of A is added to the incremental input at the time

of execution.

A special case results when the T20 bit of any instruction is "1". This flag". -"I in T20, is

used to execute two operations with one instruction. The contents of the Accumulator will be stored

in the chann-.l indicated by the contents of bits 119 - Il7. This means that the sector of next in-

struction field of the instruction being executed is limited to the four bits 116 - 113 and the next in-

struction must be within the next 16 sectors. Flag storing is accomplished in the following steps:

C.' The Flag store buffer riguter b is loaded Aitli the contents of fig - 117 during state c2. During the
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execution of the instruc ion the Flag Store Buffer register is parallelloaded into the flag store register.
This information is used to select the proper write heads for writing the Accumulator contents into

Clear and Add (:lL State c0 initiates the clear and add operation, in wF;ch the contents of

memory as specified by the operand address is transferred to the Accumulator. in state 07 the Nc

flip-flop is "one" set all, wing the selected contents of memory to be read into the Number register.

In state c3 the operation is completed, the selected contents of memory is read into the accumulator.

Add (CM). State ck initiates the add operation in which the memory contents as xecified

by operand address is acded to the accumulator. The sum is then stored in the accumulator.

Subtract (c9). Sub'raction is accomplished by the hardware as addition in the D-17B; however,

the carry operation of adlition is converted to a borrow operation by a "one" in the 02 flip-flop.

Split Add (CIO), During the split add operation the split word contents of the accumulator

is added to the corresponding parts of memory and the sum is stored in the split word portions of

the accumulator. At bit times T12 and TO3 the Ac flip-flop is "zero- set allowing the contents of

A12 and A13 to remain unchanged.

Split Subtract (cl 1). The split subtract operation is similar to the split add operation, except

thit the split word contents of memory location specified by o [ I ] is subtracted from the contents

of the Accumulator.

X Special (cl2). No action is performed in the X special state. it serves only as a decision point

for the comiputer to enter a special set of states that require one word time to complete and do not

require access to th: computer memory. The Channl Storage Register contents are used to select

the X Specihl State that will be entered from c12. In this special operation the channel storage re-

gister serves as an auxiliary operation-code storage register. Since all the S special operations are one

word time instructions, the specific X special state serves to define the operation and much of the

actual operation is performed in state c3.

Compiement (c03). The complement operation causes the 2's complement of the Accumulator

to be read into the accumulator. The accumulator is circulated and the AC flip-flop is "one" set

by the uist "one" in the Accumulator. .All succeeding bits of the accumulator are complemented.

Minus Magnitude (c14). When the computer enters the Minus Magnitude state. c14, the sign

of the Accumulator is tested. If the Accumulator is netative nio action is taken: if the Accumulator

is positive the Cbl flip-flop is "one" set and copied into the C! flip-flop, thus generating a complement

instruction.
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LaskA And to Aciumulator (ci5). Entering state cIS causes the corresponding bits of the

"Accumulator and Lower Accumulator to be logically "anded". -

Enter Fine Countdown (c06). Entering the Fine Countdown causes the F€ flip-flop to be "one"

wt. This places the comn-'uter into a parallel operation called Fine Countdown. During Fine Countdown

the V and U loops form a digital integrator. This operation will continue until the Halt Fine Count-

down State is entered.

HKdt Fine Countdoimn (c1 7). Entering the Walt Fine Countdown state, cl7, causes the Fine

Countdown flip-flop, F., o be "zero" set.

Reset Detector (c&8 . When the Reset Detector state is entered, the Dr flip-flop is "zero" set.

The Dr flip-flop is "one" set by !5.

Halt and Proceed Lc ). Entering state c19, Halt and Proceed causes the computer to enter state

c3 and then state n22, Program Halt.

Load Phase Reeister (c20). The Load Phase Register special instruction causes C, to be loaded

into P2 and C! is copied into P2. P3 copies the Ix flip-flop at bit times T1 through T5 . State c20

is defined by three of the C flip-flops, C5, C4 , C3 ; the remaining two C flip-flops may be either "one"

or "zero" set. The actual purpose in setting the Phase Register %il! be discussed in conjunction with

states c27 .

Bin3a• Output (c21. c22, c23). Binary Incremental Output States may be discussed simultaneously.

These states differ only in the sense that state c2l involves output flip-flop G1. c22 involves G,. and

c23 involves G3. Only the first state, c21, will be discussed because the discussion is directly appli-

cable to all three states by substituting the proper Gi flip-flop in state c2i, where i = 12. or 3.

In sgate 21 the state of the G,flip-flop is checked, if GI equals -I" the first eight bits of A

is treated as a word and +1 is added to that word. If Gi equals -O" a I is subtracted from the word

formed by the first eight bits of A. After one of the above operations is accomplished the G, flip-

flop copies the sign bit of A.

Discrete Inputs (W24, c25). In both discrete input operations a set oi twenty-four discrete input

lines and flig-flops are sampled and read into the A register. For a Discrete Input A. DIA, operation

the discrete input lines X, through X19 and flip-flops Dr, Fc, P3. Pi. p2 replace bits A, through AN4

respectW,-Ay.

During the operation initiated hy state c25, DIB the discrete lines Y! through Y,4 replace bits

AI through A,4 respectively. The actual information transfer described in these states takes place in

state 03. howeve:, the statcs -24 and c25 serve to define the operation to be perfornmed in state 03.

0
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Discrete Outputs (c.6). The operation initiated by state c2 , Discrete Output A, causes the bits

!I through Is to be loaded into the Discrete Output Register, D1 through D5 . Thus, the discrete output

lines may be changed as d •picted in Figure 13.

Voltage Output (c2". c28, c29). The Voltage Output States are identical in concept. The function

of these states varies onl:" in the physical location of the output voltage.

Three Voltage Outoot Registers are loaded with the split word contents of A. If 14 is "1" the

right half of A is loaded 2 nd if 14 is "O" the left half of A is loaded.

The states c27, c28, :29 determine which set of Voltage-Output flip-flop, Vil-Vis, (i1l, or 2, or 3)

will be loaded from A. If c27, VOA, is entered V! 1-V28 to be loaded; and c29, VOC, causes V3 1-V38

to be loaded with the prol er half-word of A.

The Phase RLegister a so affects the output location of each voltage line. The setting of the Phase

Register is necessary to direct the voltage outputs as shown in Table VI.

Y Special State (c30. The Y Special State, c30, serves only as a decision point for entering specific

states c31 through c38. Operations initiated by the Y Special State do not require access to Memory:

however, they do require more than one word time to complete.

Accumulator Left Shift (c31). A left shift operation is accomplished in the D-17B by adding an

extra flip-flop, Ak. to the A loop for the number of word times equal to the number of shifts requited.

(•) The number of shifts is specified by I! through 15, This number is loaded into the Channel Buffer

Register and counted down at each word time.

Accumulator Riaht Shift (c32). State c32 initiates a right shift of the Accumulasor. To accomplish

tis operation the Ap flip-flop is removed from the tecirculation loop of the Accumulator. The number

of tight shifts required is indicated by !1 through 15 and the Ap flip-flop remains out of tht A loop for

that number of word times. If the Accumulator is positive. zeroes are filled into the vacated bits:

however, if the Accumulator contains a negative number, l's.replace the bit positions vacated by the

fight shift.

Split Accumntator Left and Split Accumulator Right Shift (633. c341. Tlhe discussion of st'.tes

c31 and c32 ate directly applicable IC the states c33 and c34 tesp•c;vely. In the split.shift states the

left and riht h3lf-words of the Accumulator are shifted the same number of bit positions but aye

treated as separate words.

Split Left Word Left Shift (c35). Slate c35 initiates an operation %hich cauiei the left half-

word of the Accumulator to be shifted left by the number of bit positions spe'itfied in I, through 15.

The discui-sion of state c31 is applic.tbh to this state, except thtat bits A14 through A2 only are affected.

I 5
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Split Riet Word left Shift (c36). Bits A1 through A10 only are affected by the Split Right Word

Left Shift operation. As implied by the state name, the right kilf-word of the A register is shifted left.

Split Left Word Rit'ht Shift (c37). State c37 initiates a right shift of the left half-word of the

Accumulator. As in all r J-it shift operations. if the half-word were positive, the bits vacated by the

shifting are filled with zerocs and if the half word were negative. l's are filled into the vacated bit

pcsiticzm..

.plit.Right Word Ri J-t Shift ict48 . State c37 initiates a right shift of the right half-word of the

Accumulatnr. The disusion of c37 is directly applicable to this state except tht rieht half-word is

shifted.

Sinele Character Ou xut (c39). The operation initiated by state c39 shifts the four most signifi-

cant bits out of the Accvmultor and presents them to the four character output lines. A fifth

diara za output-line is used as a parity line. This informttion is presented an the character output

lines for the number of word times specified in s I I I .

The Single Character Output operation is accomplished in the following manner. The sector

portioa of Ihe instruction operand is shifted into the Operand Channel Buffer Register. Each word time

this register is decreased by one, thus it is used to terminate the operation after the end of (s I I) + I

word tmees.

0 Druring the first word time of the Sinde Character Output Operation the circulation loop of the

Accuruldator is extended to include four flip -flop's of the Operand Charnel Buffer Register: C1. C-,

C3, C4. Tbis calss th: four most significant bits of the Accumulator to be left shifted into these C

fhp-flo-,s. Parity is inJicated by the J Glr-flop by "zero" setting it at the beginning of the operation

and aovwing it to to&-Ie as each -I- is skifted into the flip-flop.

The parity (J). and output (C4- C3 , C1, Cd) is presented on the output lines Sc6 through S.l

respecthsely with the occurr.-nce of %-ach ScT timing pulse..

Split Compsre and Limit c,.. State c-10 initiates the Split Compare and Linit Operation in which

ae spart-word contents of the Accumulator is compared with t.e corresponding bits of a word in memory.

The wteniory -*ord is specified in the operand of the SUL instruction. If th.- contents of the miemory word

is greacr than that of A, no dhanges are nude If the split word portion of A is positive and greater

than tLe coresponding part of the memory word, the split memory word replaes the split-word of A.

If the quantity in :nryis "-s than :he co respondhiii part of A and t;%at halt-word of A is

uegathe. the two6s cotriplement of the memory half-word ret,1ces the Accunmznhtor half word.

- (c41. The .Multiply Op..raion is initiated by state c-1 i. lic operation c€uscs the con-

()tents -o the Aczumnulator to be inaved ;u the Lclwer Accuintkitor wtd the prodluct of the AccumuLitor
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and memory contents spe.ified by the MPY opecand is placed in the Accumulator.

Si Multiply (c42. State c42 initiates the Split Multiply Operation. This operation is similar

to the Multiply operation except the left half-word of A goes into the right half-word of L The

sWpli words of the Accim'ulator and the memory word specified by o I are mi-ltiplied and stored

in tW, respective split wor Is of the Accumulator.
|e

Split Multilyv Modi-led 0c43). Split iultiply Modified is an operation which causes the three

least significant bits of the Channel Buffer Register to be rer!aced by the -exclusive or of those

biis and the contents of th.- Phase register. 'he operation then procemds as a Split Multiply operation.

Split Multiply Modified commands allow the computer program to vary the effective operand channel

address depending upon th! Phase register contents.

M .ltiply Modified (c!4). State c44 initiates the Multiply Modified operation which causes the

three least significant bits of the Channel Buffer Register to be changed by an "exclusive or- op.ration

with the Phase Register. After the above modification a multiply operavion is accomplished as de-

sribed in state c41. It is noteworthy that this operation does not change the original multiply in-

struction in memory.

State Description Summary.

In the above state description of the D-17B the various configurations of control flip-flops were

"used to defm.n states of the computer. These state definitioans are not unique and many other sets of

flip-flop combinations may be used to d,scrbe the machine operation. For example a state description

might be formed usisg only the K, D. and E flip-flops. The states described in this report were chosen

becausz they could be given names that correlate with other published information about the D-17B.

Hopefully, this ,.pe of description will be an aid not only in understanding the operations of the

machine, but also in maintaining it. For example. :he -state- of an inoperable machine may be de-

termin.ed by checkint the status of the centrol flip-flops. Once the state is identified, the malfunction-

ing circuit may become apparent by considering which flip-flop is preventing normal state tranmition.

O-er Techniques of Des-cibinre the r..l?B

One description of the li-17B that was used in the original documentation describes the machh.e

in termts of motdes of operation (Ref 11:25-27. T12. TRi5: Ref 16:5-172 - 5-1S4). The term mode

could be defined as the type of operation that the compiter may perform. The machine then has two

basic modes, -compute" andn on-computc. Compute operations are related to the actual performance

of an instr.t ion and the non-campate mode involves operations such as synchronization and reading

,--. instrwc:i-;ns. These modes ate further ,uhdiwided by the states of the D ard E flt,-flops (Ref 11:25).
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The state description in the previous section was patterned ,ising this subdivision of modes (submodes).

Veitch Diamams. These submodes may be conveniently represente on a veitch diagram as shown in

Figs. 14 and 15. This typ: of represcntation has the advantage of being compact: however, it does lack

the facility for presentir.,he detail that is possible using a state description and the associated register

transfer equations.
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III. INITIAL PREPARATION OF D,178 COMPUTER

'0
One remarkable specification of the D-17B computer system is a predicted 55 years mean time

between failure (Ref 7: Table I). This reliability estimation applies to a packaged control assembly

that functioned in . controlled cnvironmen:. Since mnany of !he proective features of the designed

missile environment have been remoied. an unpackaged D-17B comp.ater is easily damaged. To prevent

damaging the system a we!l.planned inst.- Ihtion procedure should be ised.

"This pan of the report describes 3 process that could be used to unpack the computer and to

determine if it is operable. The process can be divided into three pritses: 1) preparation for power

on, 2) initial power on. and 3) fabrication of a cooling system.

Preparation for Power On

The D-170 can be uncrated and prepared for the initial power-on checks in four to six days:

however, since the system is easily damaged it is not recommended that this step be hastily completed

(Ref 7:3).

The tools required for this procedure are: a 71l6 inch socket and rachet drive, a 5116-inch 12-point

socket, an 18-inch speed handle socket drive, an Ampex no. 212-8 screwdriver bit, and electrical insulatingo ape-
Uncratim. The D-17B computer is shipped in a wooden crate. The top and all four sides of this

crate should be removed, allowing access to the truncated cone-shaped computer housing. This black

missile section is fastened to the base of the computer by eighteen 7/!6-inch hex bolts. A 100-pin

umbilical connector may be attached to the side of the mistile section. The umbilical connector is

8 inches in diameter and is easily located. It should be disconnected from the missile section first to

prevent stressing the wires that attach it to the computer. The 7/16-inch bolts shculd be removed

and stored. When the last bolts are rernoied from tlh missile section, the D.17 will drop approximately

one-half inch onto the bottom of the shipping crate. This will allow the missile section to be lifted

free of the computer. The missile section could be sd ais 'stand for the computer. as will be dis-

cussed lter. Therefore. it should not be discarded.

Free lead Wi;e Insulation. Once the missile section has been removed the computer and power

supply sections may be observed. At this time it is advantageous to note that the cables and wire

bundles that interconnect the different sections of the computer are easily broken and should be twisted

or handled as little as pssible.

In order to secure the cables that are on the underside of the circular mounting-frame the computer

should be placed between two tables in such a way that the circular nounting-frame partiAlly rests on
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each table but does not rest on one of the wire bundles. In this pcsition the nine loose wires that were

() initially par of the nissile battery system may be insulated and tico to the mounting frame.

The top of the computer is covered with a white dome (coolie hat) that has a four-inch circular

hole in its center. This dome was used in the original system to hold a blower fan. This dome should

be removed and -the loose leads to the original blower motor should be insulated. Do not discard the

dome, as it may be used as part of the new cooling system.

Definine a Locatinge System. From a top view the D-17B computer system may be described as

a eciangular polygon with twelve sides, as shown in Figure 16. On: half of this polygon consists of

power supplies and the other half is the actual D-17B computer hardvare. These two halves may be

distinguished by the follo-ing features: the panels covering the po'er supplies are held in place by

bolts with heads that are the shape of a 5/16"-12 point socket, panels covering the computer hardware

are attached With screws that have Phil~ips4ype heads (the screws are not true Phillips heads; they are

best removed with an Ampex no. 212-8 screwdriver bit). In order to locate each section of the com-

puter. the sections of the computer hardware side wihl be identifed by :- number from 1-6 in clock-wise

fashion. Similarly. the power supply half will he identified by the numbers 7-12 in clockwise fashion.

Using this system, the memory is located at the intersection of sections I and 2, and the 100-pin

( umbilical connector is at the intersectioa of sections 9 and 10.

HnenL .-D ~jijrci. The clearances between moving parts of the D-17B memory are in the order of

a few microns. To prevent moisture contamination, the memory has been equipped with a dessicating

filter that is used when it is operated in the open atmosphere (originally the computer system operated

in an inert ps atmosphere). This filter is a plastic circular cylinder approximately three-fourths inch

in diameter and three inches long that screws into the front memory cover. The end of the filter may

be covered with a plastic cap which should be removed during operation of the memory.

If the indicator paper strip inside the fidtzr is pink, the filter should be replaced or the desiccant

may be dried in an oven and re-used. If the filter is remo,ed to dry the desiccant, the filter port in

the memnory should be taped to lessen the chances of moisture contamination.

Remowl of l'nert'ia Reference Platform. The missile guidance gyros were removed when the system

was declassified. The remaining parts of the inertial reference platform may be removed, thus allowing

full access to thz inside of the toroid formed by the D-17B computer and power supply sections. The

gyro assembly is electrically connected to the computer through three plugs. J-19, J-210, J-21, that are

on the bottom of iection 2 (section positions are described in the above paragraph). The piugs should

be disconB HmtcI.

Viewing the inside of th., computer from the top, one may observe three concentric rings of screws
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on the computer base. The two outside rings attach a copper-colored heat exchanger to the computer

()0 base. The inside ring consists of eighteen screws that attach the inertial reference platform to the computer.

These screws are slotted for an Ampex no. 212-8 screwdriver bit (if "his tool. is not available a Phillips

screwdriver may be modified to fit the head). Remove the screws holding the inertial reference platform.

Care should be taken to preclude damage to the inside of the computer when these screws are removed.

Now the inertial reference platform may be lifted free of the computer base.

Once the inertial refzrence.platform has been removed from tht- computer, tite inside of the computer

should be inspected for loose wires or foreign objects that may cause a short-circuit on the exposed

circuit-board terminals.

Preparation of External Plug Connectors. It is advantageous at this point in the preparation process

to disconnect and secure the external plugs that will be used for input/output and checkout of the

computer. These plugs are J1, J2, J3, and J4. Plug Jl is the 100-pi. umbilica! connector located be-

tween sections 9 and 10. In the original system, computer failure was occasionally caused by twisting

the wire bundle that is connected to plug J I: therefore, this plug sho-ild be secured with a sturdy bracket

to the computer mounting base and the computer sides.

Plugs J2 and J4 are circular, approximately one inch in diameter, and ate located at the intersec.

) tion of sections 7 and 8. These plugs are mounted to the frame of the computer base facing downward.

To facilitate access to the plug pins. the plugs may be detached from the base and carefully lifted free

of the mounting holes.

Plug B3 is a 2.5 inch by 4 inch rectangular plug located on the underside of the computer frame.

D3 may be easily located since the wire bundle connectin3 it to the computer wiring ha.ness is formed

directly below the main 100-pin umbilical connector, J1. The wire bundle associated with 13 should be

"tied to the underside of the computer so that the computer frame does not rest on the wires. 13 should

be securely mounted for easy access (one possibility is suggested in the following section).

Conversian of Missile Section to a Comt)utcr Stand. The truncated cone-shaped missile section

which originally housed the D47B may be converted to a computer stand. This method offers the

advantage of a hollow stand which will allow access to the underside of the computer base. Also

plug 13 m-y be securely mounted in the inch hole in the side of the-- converted stand.

If the computer housing is to be used as a stand, turn it upside diwn (sn.all end do w1). The

holes around the larger end of the proposed stand must be reamed in a manner such tlht the 7116-inch bolts

may be inserted from the outside at a 10 decree downward angle from tlze horizontal. The computer may

then be positir.tW in tt. stand arid the 7:16 inch hex bolts tham were stored during the uncrating process

.my be ased to secure the co"t.uter to tiv. ne" stand.
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Initl Power on Checks

4Power may be applied to the Computer at this point in the coversion procedue to determine if

the memory motor and power supplies are operable.
[ ~External Power Supply. Since an internal prower supply is pant of the navigational system, it is

necessary only to supply 28 VDC from an external source to perate Lie D-17B. This source should be

regulated and capable of supp!ying a 25 amp surge current and 19.20 amps continuously.

Power termirals for the computer are located on the computer mounting frame at section 12.

The terminals are numbered El, E2, E3, and E4 from left to right- this, El is the nearest terminal to

the computer memory.

Connect the power supply positive terminal to terminal E2 on tae computer mounting frame and

connect the negative terminal to E3 (Ref 2:4). (Use connecting wire capable of carrying 25 amps).

Initial Power Application. Power application to the computer system without cooling should be

limited to short periods of two minutes or less. In all cases, once power has been turned off, it should

remain off for at least 40 seconds. This procedure is recommended to insure that the memory disk has

stopped turning prior to reapplication of power. If the disk is turning when power is applied, permanent

damage may result (Ref 16:5-70).

The input current to the computer system should be monitored at least during the initial power

check. This initial power check provides the opportunity to check the 28 v, 400 hz, 3-phase power

supply which drives the memory motor. A convenient test point for the 400 hz. supply is the fan leads

on the upper part of the D-17B. These leads are easll located, since they are attached to the inner

side of the computer at the intersection of sections II and 12. Figure 17 shows the wave form of one

phase of this three-phase supply on an oscilloscope.

The other secondary direct current power supplies may be checked at this time. The test point

locations, voltages, and tolerances are listed in Table I!. To avoid damaging the system it is recommended

that a meter with a high input impedance, such as an oscilloscope, be used to check these supplies.

When power is applied, the inpui current should rise quickly to .2-25 amps. then drop to 17-19

amps within five seconds. The hum of the 400 hz power supply should be audible and the sound of

the memory motor starting may be heard. If the input current does not drop below -0 amps within

five to ten se•onds, the memory motor may not be turning. In this case, the windings of the memory

motor will be drawing starting value current. If the memory is not turning and the 28 v. 400 hz power

supply is operiting. poiavr should be removed from the system immediately. It is not recommended

that any intCrnAl reairs be attemnteJ to a r. inc•rv o ,.'hnmt coniulting cru3lificd technicins.

C6
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Some memory rep tir and modification procedures are being prepared by the Minuteman Computer

O) tsers' Group. These procedures have not been tested on the computer at AFIT.

Preparation of Cooling S-:stem

The navigational s'retma in the Minuteman missile was cooled using a closed circulating air system

to cool most of the loi.: aetworks, power supplies and memory. A liquid coolant was circulated

through the power supplý and memor, heat sinks and through the circular heat-exchanger on top of

the supporting base. Thtrefore, the liquid coolant served two purposes: it removed heat energy from

the enclosed navigational system and it partially cooled the memory and power supplies.

An exclusively air-cooled system is economically advantageous for utilizing the D-17B in the lab-

oratory. The cooling sys: em described in this report requires some minor modifications of the computer

supporting base; however, it is constructed utilizing inexpensive fans and will allow continuous computer

operation with ambient air temperatures of up to 85°F. (see Fig. 18). A 2 1/2-inch hole saw is the

only special equipment used to modify the computer base.

Cooling System General Description. The cooling scheme of this system is to force ambient air

through the computer from the top and from the lower side panel covering the memory (sections I

and 2). Air forced into these two points uill exhaust at the bottom of the computer and power supply.

0 The computer base restricts the exhausting air flow, thus, holes must be cut in the base tinder the sections

which require more cooling air.

Modification of Computer Base. Sections 2, 1, 12, and 1I contain the memory and power supplies

and require more cooling than the other sections. Exhaust port" 3hould be cut under these sections

using the procedures described below.

There are seven main supporting beams on the computer base between the left side of section 2

and the right side of section 11. For descriptive purposes in this topic only, these seven supporting

beams will be designated with the letters A through G. Th.s, beam A is at the intersection of sections

2 and 3 and beam G is at the intersection of sections 10 and 11, as shown in Fig. 19.

Using a 2 1I2-inch hole saw, cut holes in the sidc of the computer mounting frame between beams

A and R. B and C. C and D (sce Fig. 19). These three holes are in the side of the mounting frame

directly in front of the memory. Continuously vacuum the filing from this cutting process to prevent

them from shorting the electrical components.

From the underside, cut two holes 2 112-inches in diameter between each beam A through G.

Thus, there will be twelv holes in the bottom of the mounting base: two holes radially alined between

( each of the seven bents. Under sections I I and 12 there is a mrugnesium supportiii. brace which may
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hinder the hole cutting process. This brace may be pulled free of the computer base using vice-gpip

P Memory -blowers. The .side panel covering sections I and 2 is di-Ided into two parts. The top

half coven the memory read and write amplifiers and the bottom h.ilf covers the memory. The densely

packed components in the read and write amplifier secti-n prevent su.ficient cooling air from reaching

the memory from the top o& the computer. To alleviate the probl,,m the bottom half of the side panel

should be replaced with a metal cov-r and a blower should be iustalkcn m each side of tie memory.

These fans should have an cutput of at least 35 cubic feet per minute it zero inches of water static

pressure. Since te memory is the single critical part of the D-17B, it &as decided to use two fans for

added protection and to prevent dead air flow spots on the memory ctofing fins.

Main Blower Fan. A manifold *as used to direct cooling air into each section of the D-178 when

maintenance was'performed on the original systcm. The use of a manifold was abandoned in this project

because manifolds are expersive io construct and reauire fans capable of high output pressure. A system

which allowed the use of a standard fan whici is normally used to cool electronic equipment Tacks was

To implemeat this system it is necessary to cover the top of the computer without covering the

inlets to sections that house the electrical components. The white dome (coolie hat) which initially

covered the computer top may be used for this purpose. Cever the 3 314-inch hok- on this dome and

place it upside-dtwn (concar-e side up) on the computer top. Using this arancmnent, the dome sits in

the cavity formed by tb'. computer and t -twer supply an.d preven;s air from flowiig into this cavity,

The next step is to construct a collar to fit around the outside of :he twe!ve-sided poly on

formed by the computer and power supply sections. This collar should be at ieast 6 inches high ant may

be secured to the computer system using the screws that attach the top of the panels which cover each

of the computer sections is shown in Fig. 20.

The final step is to construct a top cover for --he computer system that v'ill support the top

blower fan. A number of different fans may b4 used. The fan shown in Fig. 20 is a fan that waw

originAly used to cool an ,lectronic equipm.nt rack. Puhiiations from the Minuteman Computer

Uscrs' Group have su;.".tcd the use of two 6-inch fans in thi top (Ref 12:20y. A system of this type,

as shown in Fig. 2% was feunJ to b. preferable becaue: of the lower nobe kev.l. Tite fans that are

used should be capible ef an output of at k.zst 350 cubic feet pct minute at 0 inches backprcssurc.

The temperature data and specifications provided in this report came from two separate computer

sjsteMS a.d tire -oling ch.,"acrCisti.;s were nri-:ly identical. ilowever. since there is a possibility that

other cooling systems may be constructed differcntly titan the one described or the cooling dharacteriics
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of different computers ma,' vary, it is recommended that the memory and power supply temperatures

0 be monitored. A temperature sensing device which may be used for this purpose is shown in Appendix 11.

This circuit ,Jso includes a scheme for monitoring the external 28 VDC power supply.

The memory test pcint is the side cooling fins and the power supply test point is the heat sink

aesociated with pe'er tra-.sistor QI on power supply board A-19. This heat sink is located in the

center of section 12.

--_Computer Checkout

Once power has bren applied to the D.17B and a cooling system has been developed, checks

may be made to determine the status of the logic networks. The checks that are described in this

section are divided into two parts: rust, tests that require no control panel are discussed: then, a

more extended check which reqtires control and da•t entry capability is considered. Construction of

a control panel and input output devices is covered in AFRT theses GE/EE/72-3 and GEIEE/72; that

effort will nto be duplicated in this report.

Waveshapes shown in this section were photographed from an operable computer using an

oscilloscope with a shielded input cable. An isolation transformer should be used in the oscilloscope

power cable to prevent accidentally shorting the 13I1B circuits through the ground lead of the scope.

C) Test point locations are included in Appendix B and are listed alphabetically by functional

designation. For example, the system clock is listed under the function "clock" and one suitable

test point is plug J3, pin 47.

Tesis Usin No Cotrol Panel.

When power is applied to the computer the controlling flip-flops will be activated in a random

state (a more complete discussion of states is gh-en in "State Description") and the Ioic networks are

not synchronized with the rotating disk memory. Even though the machine is operating in, this unde-

fined state, some indication of its operational status may be deterrincd.

System Clock Wayvforms. The system clock may be observed as shown in Fig. 22. The existence

of the dock signal indicates that the memory is turning and tdot infonn-tion can be read from it. If

the dock frequency is 345.6 klz the memo.y is turning at the required 6000 revolutions I: "rmin.

The dock pulse should have the following spcification: True level is -10.7 t W': false level

measured on the flat portion of the waveform is -I.S t 0.4v. At a -3 %oit level the pulse aidth should

be 0.52 t 0.07 micra-seconds and the overshoot above the 0 volt level should bI- less tltn 0.1 micro-

seconds wide and less tian I .9v (RM 16:5-1i. 5-12).

Tests t1sin., a Coait.,l Pan!d .M,'re cvichu,'tns 3Nhout hIe cornpumies operational itawus may

be made aftca a control pancl h2s l-,en construted. A mtaster reset signal. Mr. cause5s the computer t,
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enter a defined state and synchronization of the computer timing c'rcuits and the rotating memory

0 occurs. (A more detailed explanation of :Lis action is covered in the State Description of the machine).

Bit CounteF Wavcfo -ms. Proper r•sponse from the Bit Counte-s flip-flops, B1 through B6.

indicates that synchionir tion betwe-n thi rotating disk memory a2 d the bit counter circuits has

occuned. These responses arc shiowvn in Fi!ý. 5. and output waveferms for B1 and B6 are show in

Fig. 23 and Fig. 24. "Titr"• .evel of is.. :a..t ss$ t .8 to -10 volts :-.1 "false" is 0 volts. Since B6 is

"false" or 0 volts during the first half of the 78.12 microsecond woid fime. it may bz used as an

external synchronizing pu sc for the oscilloscope to establish a time -eference fog observing the other

waveforms.

Timing Flip-flop Waveforms. The states of the bit counter flip-flops determine dte states of the

timing flip-flops, To, Tx, and Tp. The output waveforms of these ft p-flops are similar: thereefoze. o.ny

T is shown in Fig. 25. Note that the "true" level, -1Ov, occurs every 78.12 microseconds (one word

time).

Loop Waveforms. The contents of the loops may be observed by monitoring one flip-flop in

the loop. For example, the L register is shown in Fig. 26. This figure was obtained by monitoring fie

Lx flip-flop and shows a "true" pulse for bit position Lx, L!. and L4 . Using this procedure, the contents

) of any register may be displayed and further testing ef the machinq is limited only by the ca. .ility

of the control console to enter conimands in the computer.

Care should be exercised wihen uncrating and usting the D-17B computer. Since a power supply

is part of the ,SQ-!0 naviptional s)stem. only a 28 VDC external power source :s needed to operate

the computer, Some preliminary tests may be made without a cooling system to insure that the

computer s operable. An inewxpensiv forced-air cooling system m.,y be constructed from common

laboratory cooling fans. After a coolimrs s)stem is cos.ruted, more detailed testing may be conducted

by observing the signal wasveshape of the dock, accumulator, and timing pulses.

C
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IV. Applications of the D-17B Computer

C Applications for any minicomputer are widely varied and detenined in detail by the specific

user. The D-17B computer appications are presently limited by the ,izc of the memory, speed of

execution and lak of s.nftware pr-,-ag.s. These undesirable features ue offset by the fact that the

computer is inexpens:.z. h3- builh-in d:•ta-o-anak'g converters, and two sets of discrete input lines.

Thus, the D-17B is bý•: i.±t for fixed taA&s (and not general purposc computing) where its capabilities

can be used to full ad :r.t.:x i Ref 6.35).

In this section sore, g.'nral applications *ill be presented. Thes-.% techniques will provide a

starting poinit for more s-,-cfic applications by future users of the coriputer.

General Purpose Innut Bus System

The discrete inputs may be used to input data frem a peripheral bus system. A conceptual

block diagram of such a system is shown in Fig. -27. This system uses the discrete Y inputs to input

data bits directly into the Accumulator under program control. Obi-iosly, the system could easily be

extended to as many as 24 input data bits. An X discrete input is used as a flag line to indicate peripheral

ready status and discreted output lines are used to control the peripherals.

o Educatior.al Us,.s of the D-17B

A control panel such as the system described in Ref 8 converts the D-174 into an excellent

"hands on- educational computer. This system allows the student to obiserre the states of computer

tegisters and information transfers between the registers. The contents of memory may be displayed

with this s•stem and machine language programming may be taught without the "turn-around time"

obstacles that are involved with larer dat-. processing systems.

The input bus system described above mty be used as an educational tool by allowing the students

to breadboard perphemrals and input data to exercise softwvare programs.

Laborato.v Uses of th!2 D-17B

In the laborator. an analog-to-digital .ovnvrter is a useful input device. One surggested approach

for this addition is to use the AID convetters as one of the peripherals of the data bus system described

abow (Ref 13). This suggestion has mrit since the A.lD ctmverter could be disconnccted easily from the

computer for ternporary use with other laboratory projects.

Once the ability io input an.log cta has been achieved. many applicafions as a laboratory control

system become apparent. Even without .nalog input capability the systeti may be used as an openloop

contrtl system. An.dI-. irputs present one. onv.nient %%.tv to use the D-171 in a closed-loop control

systcm. As a clohedJlop dtgitld contro siystem. the D-17B can bW employed in potocsss sutch as numerical
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control, process monitoring, and electronic component testing (Ref 3:40). Certainly these applications

() are limited by the speed of the D-17B input operation (approximately 78 micro seconds). However,

one must consider that the system proposed in Ref 8 allows for the simultaneous input of two 12-

bit A/D converters of three S-bit converters.

Data Collection Canabilities of the D-17B

Several D-17B computers may be used with peripherals such as an AID converter to perform

dedicated tasks such as data collection. Used in this way the limitations of the D-17B may be cir-

cumvented for the following reasons:

I) a-•ysyt.tmof suv.-ral -o.npittrs-has an adv-xitagorfor data collectio, in remote locations since a

failure of one system would no result in a total loss (Ref 7:36).

2) Since the D.17B would be performing a dedicated task such as collecting a single type of data,

its effective computing speed would be comparable to a more general purpose machine. That is,

much of the speed of faster general purpose machines is lost in "housekeeping- tasks and the D-17B

instruction repertory is suited for this type of operation (Ref 7:36). As an example, the D-17B can

collect new data and store the previous data input with a single flag store operation. Also the charactur

output instruction is ideal for unpacking data since four bits of the accumulator can be output with

one instruction (Ref 7:36).

3) Using several computers helps overcome the small memory limitations of the D-17B.

4) Such a system would be inexpensive because A/D converters that are compatible with the D-17B

computing speed are available for less than fifty dollars (Ref 13).

Summary

The D-17B :s capable of a wide variety of applications. The user must apply thc computer as a

dedicated machine to make up for its relatively slow speed, small memory, and present lack of hardware.

These limitations are offset because the system is inexpensive, dependable, and has an instruction set

which is designed for special applications. (Ref 7:35).

The number of applications can be greadly enhanced by. adding a general purpose input bus to

the coniputer. This bus system used in conjunction with inexpensive A%,D converters tailur: tIhe D-17B

for uses in educational, laboratory. and data collection applications.
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Conclusions and Recommendation;0
The D-17B computer is 3 sturdy, reliable minicomputer; howt ver, it can be damaged as the result

of an improper installation. Since the computer and a power supply are attached to a rigid base, it is

recommended that the wystm b- reconficured as little as possible. If the associated navigatio.a1 system

power supply is utilized. only a 28vDC power supply is needed for D-17B operation. An i-,expensive

forced-air cooling system can be constructed that is suitable for ope.ation at ambient ter-peratures up

to 850 F. During the course of this study it was found that this cooling system plan requires only

minor modifications to the computer base and is the best approach for cooling the computer at normal

room temperatures.

Documentation concerning the softuare and applications represents a task for future endeavors.

This report provides a state description c f the machine that should be useful for maintenance as well

as a systematic approach for studying the machine. Other documentation is being provided by the

Minuteman Computer Users' Group (Ref:5.6,7,12).

A complete buffered interface system would greatly aid efforts toward future applications of the

computer. If the system clock, bit counter flips and all discrete lines were buffered and made available

on a patch panel. experiments with other hardware devices could more easily be carried out.

Some of these experiments might entail connecting the D-17B to a TR.48 analog computer for

a "mini-hybrid.coniputer- operation. Initial experiments along this line sould suggest using the D-17B

analog outputs to g:nerate a programmed function waveform.

Any number of proposals might be suggested: however, they would simply be a reiteration of

minicomputer application that are available on commercial niachines. From the experience of this

project it would seem that a complete buffered interface would be the key to all these applications

within the bounds of the speed restrictian and memory capacity of the D-17B.
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Appendix A

0 List of Terms and Abbreviations

:Carry, borrow and misc. flip-flop.

AlP : "A" register extra delay flip-flop.

Ax : "A" register read flip-flop.

A24  "A" register delay flip-flop.

SA23w :"A" register write flip-flop.

P6- B54, B413 B ; 0 -BI titi e-C4WOW flipfloPS.

Cb$, Cb4, Cb3, Cb2, Cbl Operand channel buffer register and word time counter flip-flops.

C C p5, Cp,3 Cp2 , Cpl Program channel register.

CS, C4 , C3 ,C2, CI : Operand channel storage register and auiiary operation-code storage register.

D-17D : Designation of the computer used for guidance in the Minuteman I missile.

De : Shift control for -Discrete Output" register.

Ddc : Discrete disable signal from a control panel to cottrol the discrete outputs.

Dr : Gyro malfunction indicator flip-flop.

I)D, D4 . D3. D-, D! : "DMscrcte Output" register.

U D : Control flip-flop.

F : Control flip-flop.

F=m : "E" loop intermediate read flip-flop.

_Ex : "E" loop end read flip-flop.

SEp : "E" loop write flip-flop.

Ew! : Enable write signal - from a control panel - enables "cold stoage" write heads in memory.

SF€ : Fine-countdown-mode indicator flip-flop.

Fp : "F" loop write flip-flop.

Fs: Also Fxc in some writings - signal from a control panel that directs the computer to -nter the
prepare to fill state.

Fx: "F" loop read flip-flop.

G3 , G2 , G : Binary Outputs flip-flops.

ilp : "I" loop write flip-flop.

.rau : "H" loop intermediate read flip-flop.

--- : •H- loop end read flipflop.

cI : "I" registe interrupt control flip-flop.

:• 97
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Id "Instruction Search- sector disagreement indicator flip-flop.

0ii A lso lic. the ith signal input to the computer from an external source for dcaracter input.

im : Symbol for a m.chanical ir•put signal to the computer. coimnand to enter the Wait State.

I : "I" retisc extra delay fEp-flop.p
S1x "I" register read flip-flop.

124w : "I" register write flip-flop.

J Control 'lip-flop.

K Control flip-flop.

Kic Halt not or ruc signal from a cont.ol console - directs the comnputer to enter the compute states.

K6 : Run not or halt signal f:€•i a control console - directs the computer to entec the NonCompute
states.

LC "L" register interrupt control flip-fops.

t "LV &egistr dely flip-flop.

S:"LV regiter extra d:by flip-flop.

LX 'L" r&ier read flip-flop.

24w reL" •ter write flip-flop.

(U Memory outpt't buffer flipflop.

I~ Also Mr - master reset signal from a control console, initiates the computer to the Prepare to
Operte state.

e :"N" rester interrupt control flip-flop.

Nd: "'umbCr Search" sector disagreement flip-flop.

N P, "' -eister extra delay flit.lop.

Nx: "N" register read flip-flop.

N24w : "N" register write flip-lop.

Ob3 0 b2' Ob I :Operation-Code-Buffer register.

04, 03. 0,, 01 :Operation-code-storage reeiser.

P3 . P2, P, : Phase rester.

Q : Special timing flip-flop

Re : ""R loop interrupt control and mode control flip-flop.

"Rp I" lop, %-rite flip-flop.

Rx : "I" loop rad flip-flop.

S : Infaormauon, r;-: ftrom the sector track of the D-178 computer mcmory.

0 b3' Sb2. Sbi : a~kgCodce buffer register.
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S3- S2- SI "Flag-Code" storape register.

Q Tc Sprockit timing signal: used to direct the computer to accept character inputs.

T 1 : Bittimes of the computer. i 1, .,24.

To l"o rime" indicator 'sip-flop.

" 1P-T Titm. indicator ilip-fiup.

Tx ".Timne" indicator flip-floe.

U- U1" loop 1%rite flip,-flop.

Uii'U" loop read flipilop.

Vc "r'Cloop inurrupt control and state controi flip-flop.

V.P "V" loop write flipflop.

" :"V' loop read flip-flop.

V38- V37- Y, V31  Voltage Output register number 3.

V29- V, 7 , YV22 : Voltage output register number 2.

V18 , V17, -, I1 : Voltage output register number 1.

OA I: Symbolizes that the flip-lop named A, is set to a log"ca "zero" condition or "zero set".

I, Symbo;Izes that the flip-flop named A1 is set to a logical "one" condition or "one set".

A-The star or aaeits indicates an external signal to the computer that has been changed in voltageC)level but ha-s the same logical meaning as the symbol with no asterisk-.

A' : Psue is used to indicate a logical "not" when A is a logical 1, A' is a logical 0.

00

Flp4o ae n sm eiiin nthsls vetm fo e :1014
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Appcndix B

0 Construction and Calibration of Temperature Sensing Equipment

The temperature sensing device shown here is a modification of a circuit from Pomdar Electronics

magazine, October 1969. In addition. two alarm circuits have been aided; one is used to monitor the

28v power supply output and the otiher alarm is used to monitor the computer temperature. A wiring

diagram is proided in Fig. 28 and3 parts is provided on pape 9q.

Calibration

Temperature. The temperature sensing unit way be calibrated'ty using the following procedures:

(I) Adjust the Balance potentiometer, RB, until the temperature readings are the

same when the Selector switch. SI, is in either the "Memory" or "Power Supply"

(2) Ad4ust the "Low Temp" potentiometer RI until the present room temperature

is indicated on the meter, Mi.

(3) Place the Sensitor, R7, in a high temperature reference oen. (For calibration

accurate to within one degree F, hold the sensitor in your hand and use body

.) •temperature as the reference.

(4) With switch SI in the "Memory" position, adjust the "High Temp" potentiometer.

RS, until the high reference temperature is indicated on Mi.

(5) Repeat steps (2) and (4) several times until the correct temperatures arc indicated

on the meter, MI , without adjustment.

T emorature Alarm. The temperature alarm light may be adjusted to come on at any point

using the following proedurc:

(I) Switch the selector switch, St. to the "Power Supply" position. The temperature

should indicate the present room temperature. Note this reading *nd then adjus!

the low setting potentiometer. RI, until the desired temperature limit is indicated

on the meter, MI.

(2) If the temperature alarnn kiht is on, adjust the "Temperature Limit" potentio-

meter R12 until the temperature alarm light just goes oui.

(3) If the temperature alarm light is off, adjust RU2 until it just comes on.

(4) Adjust RI until the present room temperature that was noted in step (I) is

indicated on the temperatute meter. MI.

"09
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-Computer Power Alarm. The power supply alarm can be adjutted to detect an ovwrvoltage of

0 28.1 volts and an undenrvtage of 27.9 volts. Caldration of the po•ver supply alarm circuit is accomplished

as folows:

(I) Adjust the undervoltage potentiometer, R22, (Low Set) for maximum voltage

"* on the cenater tap. (dockwise).

(2) Adjust the ovenroltage potentiometer, RI8, (Hili Set) for minimum voltage oc

the center top (counter dockwi,). At this "im. the Power Supply alarm light,

B2, should be off.

(3) Adjust R22 until the Power Supply Alarm light just comes on, then bal. of the

potentiometer until the loht just goes out.

(4) Repeat step (3) for RIO.
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Parts List for Temperature Sensing Network

0 Al, A2, A3 SN72558. operational amplifier

SBI, B2 6v, 40 milliamp bulb

Cl 400u farad. I5v electrolytic capacitor

, C2, C3 "Ou farad. 15v cap3citof

DI IN4735, 6.2v. I-satt zener diode

D2 IN4001 diode

GI. G2, G3 S7400 quad-dual input nand gates

MI 0-1 milliamp meter. 50 ohm max resistance (a 100 ohm meter may be used
by removing R-17 and hooking the input to Al on the plus side of MI)

RI 1,000 ohm potentiometer

R2 - 150 ohm, 1/2 watt resistor

R3 100 ohm, 112 watt resistor

R4, R6 470 ohm, !12 watt resistor

R5 500 ohm potentiometer

R7, R9 100 ohm, 10• Sensistor

R8. 50 ohm potentiometer

C) RIO 100 ohm. 112 watt resistor

RI , R14, RIS.

R16, R19, R20 - 10 k ohm, 1/4 watt resistor

R12 200 ohm potentiometer

R13 15k ohm, 12 watt r. "2r

R17 47 ohm, 1/2 watt resistor

R17, 322 10 k ohm potentiometer

R21 4700 ohm, 1/2 watt resistor

R23, R24, R25 - 10 meg ohm, 114 watt resistor

R26, R27, R28 3900 ohm, 1/4 watt resistor

Sl Single pull single throw switch

TI Filament transformer, 6.3 volt second.try

93
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Appendh C

Wiring list for ft D-17B computer (From Ref 16:3-5 to 341)
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